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From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Block 137 - Wizer Block Development
Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 10:29:37 AM

 
 

From: Mark Bonney [mailto:mbonney1@comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 8:12 AM
To: 'Gunnar Sedleniek'; Reynolds, Janice; Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: RE: Block 137 - Wizer Block Development
 
This is great writing…straight, and to the point, and most of all, succinct and true as to its
assessment. Good work! 

Thank you for keeping me informed,
-Mark Bonney
 

From: Gunnar Sedleniek [mailto:sedleniek@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:16 PM
To: jreynolds@ci.oswego.or.us; planning@ci.oswego.or.us
Subject: Block 137 - Wizer Block Development
 
 
The following letter has been sent to the editor of the Lake Oswego Review on 6/11/2014.  It
is requested that it also be considered by the Lake Oswego Development Review Commission
 and Planning Commission:
 

Wizer Block Developer Patrick Kessi stated this week in your June 12, 2014, op-ed
piece “New, smaller Wizer Block design submitted,” that the new design reflects "the
best suggestions" from feedback gathered at three public hearings and more than 100
meetings with neighborhood groups, business and community leaders and city
officials.”  His “best suggestions” are hardly those of the majority of citizens who
brought testimony to the several Design Review Commission hearings earlier this year
before Patrick Kessi withdrew his proposals just short of being thrown out by the
Commission.
 To call his new proposal “scaled down” is an insult to the concerned citizens of our
community.  This “scaled down” proposal is nothing more than window dressing.  The
scale of the project is still more than three times the square-footage of the adjoining,
existing blocks.  It is not at all in keeping with the East End vision of four core blocks
of retail/commercial development, which specifically excludes residential units.  It
further exacerbates traffic in an already-busy area by reducing parking spaces
considerably below minimum standards for this type of development.
 Lake Oswego citizens want to see the Wizer Block developed in a sensible way
compatible with the community’s vision of small-scale structures that appear and
operate like a traditional small town, which Lake Oswego most certainly is and wants
to continue to be.
 

Gunnar Sedleniek

mailto:/O=CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO/OU=OSWEGO/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=EXCHCLT/CN=BARBD
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5044 Foothills Road
Lake Oswego Oregon 97034-4115
e-mail sedleniek@msn.com
telephone 504-307-8275
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From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie; Reynolds, Janice
Subject: FW: Wizer Block - Downtown Lake Oswego
Date: Thursday, June 05, 2014 10:10:24 AM

 
 

From: Donna Gabrielson [mailto:dkg43@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2014 3:54 PM
To: Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Wizer Block - Downtown Lake Oswego
 
Good afternoon,
 
Please do not allow our very special piece of heaven to be destroyed.
 
Please remember this is Lake Oswego - Not the Pearl District. 
 
Our town cannot remain uniquely vibrant, small, nurturing, warm and
welcoming if we overpopulate the downtown. 
Lake Oswego will be sadly and permanently damaged with the addition of so
many people, cars and traffic.
 
Respectfully,

               Donna Gabrielson
               20 year resident of Lake Oswego
                        1581 Woodland Terrace
                        Lake Oswego, Oregon 97034
                        503-699-2733
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From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie; Reynolds, Janice
Subject: FW: Wizer
Date: Thursday, June 05, 2014 12:59:21 PM

 
 

From: Ted [mailto:tag49@comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 04, 2014 6:28 PM
To: Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Wizer
 
To whom it may concern,                                                                       6/04/2014
 
While looking for an older home in an established, small suburb of Portland, I found an older home in Lake
Oswego in 1994.   
 
We fell in love with the small town atmosphere and this great neighborhood.
 
To this day, we do not think we live in the Portland city area.
 
We believe building this high rise, like the Pearl will ruin Lake Oswego's pride and glory.
 
Why would anyone want more traffic and a high rise in little downtown Lake Oswego? Next, you'll propose
another bridge with more commuter traffic. Perhaps you may want to demolish most of the old town and
build a huge sports facility & find an NFL Franchise to locate in Oregon!
 
Go spend your money & make it somewhere else. Please leave our small town atmosphere be.
 
Sincerely,
 
 
Ted A. Gabrielson   
1581 Woodland Terrace
Lake Oswego, OR
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From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Block 137: New, Improved Design
Date: Friday, June 13, 2014 9:29:15 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: patrick.d.haar@gmail.com [mailto:patrickd.haar@gmail.com]
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 7:07 PM
To: info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com
Cc: Reynolds, Janice; Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: RE: Block 137: New, Improved Design

Hello unknown entity,

Regarding the proposed Wizer block redevelopment, per your email below - Why don't you tell me who
the 'group' is, since the majority of people that live in Lake Oswego are adamantly opposed to the
Kessi/Wizer block project.  By the way, your message below should read "... a group that supports,  but
not who supports . . .".. 

You also say that "We plan to keep the citizens of Lake Oswego up-to-date . . ."  You did not say fellow
citizens, so are you not Lake Oswego residents?  If I am mistaken, please tell me so that I may be
accurately informed.  But I think it is clear that you are not Lake Oswegans, since you call the Wizer
block an "exciting project", a gross misnomer except for Mr. Kessi, and I think the LO City Council,
which is keenly intent on getting something else built on this block after 'all this time'.  Well, the
development timeframe continues to be extended because at least one entity is not listening, make that
not paying attention to, its' constituents.  So the time continues to extend.

You still did not tell me where you obtained my email address.  Why are you hiding the source?  Oh, I
know, you can't be transparent if you are a hired gun.  But again, if I am misinformed, I am sure that
you know all the 'truths' about this proposed project and will edify me.  Just who are these 'community
members who think their neighbors would be interested in this information'? 

Follow the money, and the truth will become apparent.  Look at W&K's Web site and the firms' focus on
multi-family housing, not small town, mixed use development as called for by the Lake Oswego
Downtown Redevelopment District Design Standards Purpose.  It is a shame that this standard's
parameters are not yet being followed.

Ms. Reynolds, will you kindly send this email to the DRC?  Thanks so much.

Patrick  Haar
4430 Golden Lane
Lake Oswego, OR 97035
patrickd.haar@gmail.com
Cell: (503) 828-5565

-----Original Message-----
From: info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com
[mailto:info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com]
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:00 AM
To: patrick.d.haar@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Block 137: New, Improved Design

Hi Patrick,
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Our email address is that of a group who supports the significantly redesigned Wizer Block/Block 137.
We plan to keep the citizens of Lake Oswego up-to-date on this exciting project, and on changes made
as a result of conversations with our community. Names come from community members who think
their neighbors would be interested in this information. If you would like to be removed from our
distribution, please let us know and we'll make sure you do not receive future communications from
info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com.

On 2014-06-09 19:07, patrick.d.haar@gmail.com wrote:
> 1.  Who are you kidding, really?!!  Keeping LO vibrant.  C'mon.  It is
> all about the money, isn't it?  You don't give a crap about downtown
> Lake Oswego.
> 2.  Where did you obtain my email address?
> 3.  We will have more to say.
>
> Patrick  Haar
> 4430 Golden Lane
> Lake Oswego, OR 97035
> patrickd.haar@gmail.com
> Cell: (503) 828-5565
>
>
>
> -----Original Message-----
> From: info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com
> [mailto:info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com]
> Sent: Friday, June 06, 2014 9:11 PM
> To: info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com
> Subject: Block 137: New, Improved Design
>
>
> With the help of noted Lake Oswego architect Rich Farrington, Patrick
> Kessi and his team have just submitted a new and improved design for
> the redevelopment of the Wizer Block. It celebrates traditional Lake
> Oswego Village architecture and incorporates the best suggestions of
> many of you, neighborhood business and community leaders.
>
> In the same way that Lake View Village marked the beginning of making
> Lake Oswego village a destination downtown, the new plans to redevelop
> and revitalize Block 137 continue our conversations about how to
> achieve a more vibrant and robust village center.
>
> Take a look at the new and improved design and judge for yourself,
> www.keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com.
>
> Some said the previous Wizer Block was too tall. So we addressed it.
>
> *The new Wizer Block project eliminates all fifth stories and no
> building is taller than the code limit of 60 feet. By comparison, at
> some peaks, Lake View Village buildings are over 62 feet tall.
>
> Some said the previous Wizer Block was too massive for the core of our
> village. So we addressed it.
>
> *The new Wizer Block project has 3 distinct buildings, for a total of
> 291,963 square feet. Two generous pedestrian walk ways separate the
> buildings to enhance and activate the street level experience. By
> comparison, the Lake View Village Complex covers a total of 236,852
> square feet... with alley ways allowing pedestrians to access the
> garage complex

mailto:info@keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com


>
> Some said the previous Wizer Block was too large. So we addressed it.
>
> *The largest building in the new Wizer Block is 122,527 square feet.
> By comparison the largest building in the existing Lake View Village
> Block is 219,000 square feet.
>
> Some said the previous Wizer Block didn’t fit Lake Oswego’s village
> character. So we addressed it.
>
> *The designs for the new Wizer Block project have been heavily
> influenced by highly respected Lake Oswego architect, Rich Farrington.
> Three distinct buildings now have identifiable LO architectural style,
> separated by inviting pedestrian walkways.
> Buildings B and C now have a greater number of distinct facades
> breaking up the frontage. By comparison, Lake View Village has that
> same
> treatment: Distinct architectural facades which break up the face of
> the building.
>
> Some said the previous Wizer Block project had too many residential
> units and not enough commercial/retail space. So we addressed it.
>
> *The new design reduces residential units by 21 (down to 207) and
> increases commercial/retail space by 30%.
>
> The redeveloped Wizer Block 137 project will create significant
> community benefits:
>
> *Potentially generating $630,000 in new property taxes for priority
> community services and projects in surrounding neighborhoods. For
> example: First Addition, Evergreen, Foothills, Old Town and Lakewood.
> *It creates 1200 construction jobs and 100 permanent jobs and
> permitting fees will add to public school budgets.
> *The new Wizer Block provides more public parking spaces and develops
> new housing options for young professionals who want to live here. *It
> provides LO "empty nesters," who are committed members of our
> community, the option to downsize and remain part of the LO family.
> *It creates more public art, new public spaces and great urban
> amenities.
> *It will help capture millions of retail spending that is currently
> “leaking” away from local merchants.
>
> We are excited about the new and improved Wizer Block and thank you
> all for your feedback. Together, I know we can work to continue what
> Lake View Village started. Together we can reach common goals -
> attracting people who want to live, work, play and invest in this
> great community and make our downtown core the envy of others.



From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block Development Plan
Date: Friday, June 13, 2014 9:30:42 AM

-----Original Message-----
From: Karen Morrow [mailto:morrow.karen@comcast.net]
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 3:02 PM
To: Reynolds, Janice
Cc: Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Wizer Block Development Plan

Please have the following letter submitted to the DRC.

As a resident of First Addition in Lake Oswego, I would like to express my disapproval of the revised
plans for the Wizer Block Development. I cannot believe the city is even considering a plan of such
massive size for our village. City code defines construction to be of small scale structures, keeping the
village flavor. This massive complex doesn't even come close to meeting that definition. The number of
square feet and the density of apartments far exceeds anything in the area. There are no green areas
associated with the complex. The overload on Millenium Park usage will have a detrimental effect on
our beautiful park and surrounding area. The developer has "downsized" the scale of the plan by
downsizing the #of parking spaces under the building and moving them out on the surface streets thus
adding further to congestion and parking shortages created by such a massive development. The Wizer
Block is part of a designated "compact shopping district" for mixed retail use and 30-70 housing units.
The Kessi project with its 207 apartment units and only 13% proposed retail space does NOT meet
these parameters.
I urge our city council, planning department, and development review commission to listen to the
residents of our village and just say NO to Kessi and this development plan.
Sincerely,
Karen Morrow
452 5th St
Lake Oswego 97034
Sent from my iPad
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From: Reynolds, Janice
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Block
Date: Monday, June 30, 2014 7:50:34 AM

 
 
From: Ted Ricks [mailto:tmricks@comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, June 29, 2014 1:04 PM
To: Reynolds, Janice
Cc: Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Wizer Block
 
Dear Mr. Reynolds:
 
Pease submit this email to the DRC, thank you.
 
I find it interesting that the debate over the development plans for the Wizer Block continues when it is
obvious the citizenry has made it clear what it wants.  If the Planning Board of the city of Lake Oswego
were listening to its constituency as closely as it is to the developers, this debate would have been over
long ago.  The citizens are happy with the development of a Wizer Block, but one in conformity with
the existing low-rise neighborhood and not the large development being proposed, even in it’s newest
form.
 
My suggestion is to scale the plans back 50% and prove that there will be no more congestion than
there is today, Mr. Developer, and save the expense of PR firms to convince the citizens of Lake
Oswego otherwise.
 
Sincerely yours,
 
Ted Ricks

1633 Maple Street
Lake Oswego, OR 97034-4737
(503) 744-0977 (home)
(360) 985-0878 (cottage)
(650) 504-5460 (cell)
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From: Diane Schweisguth [mailto:dianeschweisguth@hotmail.com]  
Sent: Friday, June 13, 2014 10:25 AM 
To: Reynolds, Janice 
Cc: Dillinger, Barbara 
Subject: Letter regarding Wizer (Block 137) proposal 

 
To the City Council and Development Review Commission,  
I am attaching a copy of a letter I sent to the Lake Oswego Review regarding the Wizer (Block 137) 
proposal.  
Please submit this letter to the council and the DRC.  
Feel free to contact me if you have any questions,  
Thank you,  
Diane Schweisguth 
462 5th Street  
Lake Oswego OR 97034 
503-344-4582 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
Dear Editor:  
 
As a resident of downtown Lake Oswego and the pet parent to Riley the dog, I am 
writing to express my concerns regarding the Wizer (Block 137) proposal:  
 
-Too many apartments and pets: The 207 apartments proposed could bring 300 or 
more residents and 50-100 or more new pets to this one block area of downtown 
Lake Oswego alone.  
 
-Too many cars and trucks: While crossing the downtown streets on our walks, 
Riley and I have almost been run over a few times by cars and trucks not stopping at 
stop signs, ignoring pedestrian crossings, and even running red lights. I can only 
image what will happen with the additional cars and trucks in this area.  
 
-Not enough green space for dogs: The re-submission of the design review narrative 
states: "Block 137 is anticipated to feature significant amenities for residents 
including … pet grooming studio with pet relief area …" (page 4 of 85). Is there is no 
green space for dogs to go? If I live in this apartment complex and my dog and I are 
outside at Millennium Park, does this mean my dog has to 'hold it' until we go back 
to the "pet relief area"? I don't think so!  
 
-Not enough retail: Riley and I walk downtown to shop and support our local 
businesses. However, the current project is only 13% retail. Why do we have an 
87% residential project in our downtown commercial/business district?  
 
To the members of the Council and the Development Review Commission - please 
ensure that the residential density of the Wizer (Block 137) project is significantly 
reduced and the commercial/business density significantly increased.  
 

mailto:dianeschweisguth@hotmail.com


Let's make this a great redevelopment project for everyone, including our pets. 
 
Thank you,  
Diane Schweisguth 
462 5th Street  
Lake Oswego, OR 97034 
503-344-4582 



From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Block 137 - Wizer Block Development
Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 10:31:30 AM

 
 

From: Gunnar Sedleniek [mailto:sedleniek@msn.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2014 10:16 PM
To: Reynolds, Janice; Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Block 137 - Wizer Block Development
 
 
The following letter has been sent to the editor of the Lake Oswego Review on 6/11/2014.  It
is requested that it also be considered by the Lake Oswego Development Review Commission
 and Planning Commission:
 

Wizer Block Developer Patrick Kessi stated this week in your June 12, 2014, op-ed
piece “New, smaller Wizer Block design submitted,” that the new design reflects "the
best suggestions" from feedback gathered at three public hearings and more than 100
meetings with neighborhood groups, business and community leaders and city
officials.”  His “best suggestions” are hardly those of the majority of citizens who
brought testimony to the several Design Review Commission hearings earlier this year
before Patrick Kessi withdrew his proposals just short of being thrown out by the
Commission.
 To call his new proposal “scaled down” is an insult to the concerned citizens of our
community.  This “scaled down” proposal is nothing more than window dressing.  The
scale of the project is still more than three times the square-footage of the adjoining,
existing blocks.  It is not at all in keeping with the East End vision of four core blocks of
retail/commercial development, which specifically excludes residential units.  It further
exacerbates traffic in an already-busy area by reducing parking spaces considerably
below minimum standards for this type of development.
 Lake Oswego citizens want to see the Wizer Block developed in a sensible way
compatible with the community’s vision of small-scale structures that appear and
operate like a traditional small town, which Lake Oswego most certainly is and wants to
continue to be.
 

Gunnar Sedleniek
5044 Foothills Road
Lake Oswego Oregon 97034-4115
e-mail sedleniek@msn.com
telephone 504-307-8275
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From: Reynolds, Janice
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Wizer Project
Date: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 2:07:43 PM

 
 
From: Joanne Sedleniek [mailto:jsedleniek@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 17, 2014 2:05 PM
To: email@lakeoswegoreview.com; Dillinger, Barbara
Cc: Reynolds, Janice
Subject: Wizer Project
 
Mr. Wizer still is not listening to the community.  His newest proposal still lacks the small-
scale structures which make Lake View Village so attractive.  He's still intent on building a
massive apartment complex which will overwhelm our current village.  The sun won't shine
on 1st Street so forget about sitting outside in the sun at Zeppo's.  And then there is the
increased traffic and lack of adequate parking; only terrible congestion will ensue.  I can't
find one redeeming feature of this overbuilt development.  Of course Mr. Wizer has every
right to build on his property, but is this the legacy he wants to leave to his own city?

Joanne Sedleniek
5002C Foothills Rd.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
503-656-1924
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From: Dillinger, Barbara
To: Hamilton, Leslie
Subject: FW: Current proposal for redevelopment of block 137
Date: Thursday, June 12, 2014 1:20:46 PM

 
 

From: Timothy Sellers, DC [mailto:timothys@epicimaging.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June 12, 2014 1:02 PM
To: Reynolds, Janice
Cc: Dillinger, Barbara
Subject: Current proposal for redevelopment of block 137
 
Mr. Reynolds, Please submit the following letter to the DRC:
 
I would like to voice my opposition to the New, Improved Design proposal for redevelopment of
block 137 submitted by the Kessi Development group.  This proposal continues to be completely out
of character with the current Lake View Village and surrounding neighborhood. While
redevelopment of block 137 is certainly desirable, the Kessi proposal should be denied for the
following reasons:
 

Insufficient parking - Lake View Village currently provides  367 parking spaces for just over
91,000 square feet of retail/commercial space. The Kessi proposal includes 155 parking
spaces for retail/public parking for 291,963 square feet of residential/retail construction-
with 1.04 underground parking spaces for each residential unit. Considering that each of the
young professional residents of the 207 proposed apartments is likely to have an
automobile  (as well as the people who visit them), the proposed amount of parking spaces
is completely inadequate.
 
Traffic - Rush hour traffic on Hwy. 43 and Ave. A /Country Club road is already a nightmare. I
can’t begin to imagine how bad it will be with at least 300 or more new residents living on
block 137.
 
Scale – The size of the new proposal is still massively larger than current construction on
adjacent blocks 136 and 138. Aside from architectural incompatibility, with a four story
structure on block 137 Lake View Village can forget about ever seeing the afternoon or
evening sun.  
 
Mixed use – The current proposal is for just under 90% residential and just over 10%
commercial use. This ratio is backwards. Past city planners never envisioned this block as
overwhelmingly residential.
 
Other – lack of greenspace, cost of permits to city of LO, cost of bonds to LORA.
 

Sincerely,
Tim Sellers

th
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539 10  St.
Lake Oswego, OR 97034
503-236-6547
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Kessi sticks to his vision for Wizer Block

http://www.pamplinmedia.com/lor/48-news/226073-88507-kessi-sticks-to-his-vision-for-wizer-block-[9/16/2014 2:42:15 PM]

 

Tweet 0 Share

by: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE - Developer Patrick Kessi (left) discusses plans for the Wizer Block
 in downtown Lake Oswego with Eric Allenbaugh during a recent open house on the property.

by: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE - We look for communities and neighborhoods that we think really
 thrive from mixed-use development, developer Patrick Kessi says.

Kessi sticks to his vision for Wizer Block

View Comments

As Patrick Kessi pushes ahead with his plans for the Wizer Block, he’s
 running up against reluctant neighbors concerned with the proposed
 development’s size and density and its impact on downtown Lake Oswego.

Anyone familiar with Kessi’s development portfolio is right to do a double-
take: His 937 Condominiums, completed in 2008, is an 18-story, 114-unit
 high-rise that towers over Northwest Glisan Street in Portland’s Pearl
 District, a modern structure best described as abstract-industrial.

But seven miles away, Kessi and partner Geoff Wenker are developing a
 four-level, mixed-use apartment building that will be marketed to young
 professionals. Unlike the sharp lines and fractal patterns of the 937 condos,
 this 165-unit building will integrate elements like patina copper to reflect the
 St. Johns neighborhood’s industrial roots and to echo the presence of the
 nearby St. Johns bridge. Units are expected to rent at market value, and the
 complex’s primary amenities are a common barbecue area and rooftop deck.

In look and feel, the projects are as different as they could be. But both fit
 well in their respective neighborhoods. And that, Kessi will tell you, is the
 whole idea: His redesigned proposal for the Wizer Block is the right fit for
 Lake Oswego, he says, and it will attract residents who want to “physically,
 emotionally and economically invest in the core of Lake Oswego.”

“We look for communities and neighborhoods that we think really thrive
 from mixed-use development,” Kessi says, “and we specialize in underground
 parking, ground-floor retail and condos or apartments above.”

You certainly can’t accuse Kessi and Wenker of straying from their vision.

When condo sales all but halted during the recent economic downturn and
 other developers salvaged similar projects by turning condos into rental
 units, W&K Development LLC stood behind its concept for the 937 — even
 though it meant not selling the development’s final unit until 2012.

Still, Kessi’s past success hasn’t been enough to convince everyone in Lake
 Oswego that his vision for the city’s downtown core is the right one. Critics of
 his original plan said the project was too big and too dense, and that its
 design was a poor fit for downtown’s “village” feel.

Kessi responded with a “scaled down” redesign that includes multiple
 facades to reduce the project’s outsized feel and incorporates a more-
traditional architecture style. He increased commercial space and cut the
 number of apartments to 207, and included a variety of outdoor gathering
 spots and green spaces.

That hasn’t been enough to quell the controversy over a development that is
 still 87- percent residential. But Kessi argues that his plan is the right fit for
 Lake Oswego, and that the project — which is still awaiting approval from
 city planners — already boasts a waiting list of 70 people interested in

 moving in.
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“Eighty percent of those people already live in Lake Oswego,” Kessi says. “People want to get out of homes that have stairs and yards and downsize to one-
level living. They want less maintenance and more flexibility.”

And the young professionals and empty-nesters that Kessi expects to attract also want to live where they can shop and eat and find nearby entertainment,
 he believes.

“These people will be out on the streets, visiting local merchants and businesses and really helping the energy of that area,” Kessi says. “That’s the great
 thing about mixed-use residential: People are there eating in the restaurants, shopping in the stores. They don’t have to drive to get there.”

Early developments

Kessi’s projects have focused on urban neighborhoods in the Portland metro area, but his own origins are decidedly rural: He was raised on a dairy farm in
 Scappoose and still resides in that community. Growing up, he helped care for a herd of milk cows. But when his father started Kessi Construction some
 years later, Kessi decided to learn the new family business.

That served him well as an enterprising undergrad at the University of Portland, where he was a finance major and resident assistant. He was elected
 student body president and continues to sit on the university’s Board of Regents.

Some savvy stock investments during his adolescence enabled him get into the real estate game early, Kessi says.

“A friend had secured a house with his friends, but then in the middle of the summer the landlord said he was going to sell the house, almost out from
 under them,” Kessi says. “Because of my construction experience, growing up on the farm and (working in) the small construction business, (the friend)
 approached me.”

Kessi realized that he could buy the house, add a couple of bedrooms and a bathroom and give even more friends a place to live. The rent his friends paid
 gave him a $200-a-month income after the mortgage. He covered construction, maintenance and property management himself — and found his new
 calling.

Now, Kessi heads what he excitedly refers to as a “boutique development company.”

“We spend a lot of time on the front end, analzying the market and who’s going to be living there, asking ‘What do they value? What do they want?’” Kessi
 says. “So we really try to build a building that’s very compatible not only from a geographic standpoint, but also from a demographic standpoint.”

Kessi has been married for seven years to his wife, Mary, a teacher who is currently at home with their 6-year-old son and 4-year-old and 2-year-old
 daughters. The couple is expecting a fourth child in August.

Forging ahead

Leonard Bergstein, owner of the public relations firm Northwest Strategies Inc., has worked with Kessi on the Wizer Block development. He calls the
 project Kessi’s “labor of love.”

By Bergstein’s estimate, Kessi has held “hundreds” of public meetings and made considerable concessions on plans for the 290,000-square-foot
 development. But one thing Kessi has not backed down on is the high ratio of residential to commercial space.

The area is zoned for residential use at a 3:1 density, Kessi argues, and his plans reflect a 2.7:1 density.

“Our market research and waiting list also show that there is really a great need for residential in that area,” Kessi insists. “It’s really unheard of that people
 will want to be on a waiting list for an apartment more than three or four months before delivery.”

Kessi holds open house on Wizer Block
By Cliff Newell

Patrick Kessi has fielded thousands of questions ever since he first proposed his plan for developing the Wizer Block in downtown Lake Oswego. But he was
 happy to answer more when he hosted an “open house” at the Lake Oswego Farmers Market on Saturday.

In a simple outdoor booth decorated with balloons, Kessi and his experts in construction, design and traffic talked to a steady stream of people about his
 plan to replace the current Wizer’s shopping center with new retail shops and 207 residential units.

“People could come and find out the facts,” Kessi said. “They could touch and get a feel for what we are doing. I think they really liked our new and
 improved redesign. It was great to talk to people and walk them through what we are doing.”

Opponents of the development say it will be too big and too dense, and that it will diminish the character of Lake Oswego. Kessi disagrees, and he said
 visitors to the booth on Saturday seemed to disagree, too.

“People were impressed with our new English Tudor design,” Kessi said. “The changes have added to the cost, but we are committed to maintaining the
 village atmosphere of Lake Oswego.”

Kessi noted that the ground on which his booth stood was “the last piece at the end of the block.”

“Our project will complete the development of this end of town,” Kessi said, “and it will be very compatible with the rest of the city.”
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Kessi no hometown hero

View Comments

I was quite taken aback today when I picked up The Review and found a
front-page article about Wizer developer Patrick Kessi. The reason for my
dismay is that his very personal human-interest story is not appropriate at
this time.

Mr. Kessi is probably a fine person. However, the majority of Lake
Oswegans are unhappy with his redevelopment plans for Wizer’s. And a
Development Review Commission hearing is just weeks away. Is the article
intended to sway public opinion toward the developer with tales of his early
life on a farm?

Quite frankly, his childhood in Scappoose and his college experience is not
inherent to his proposal to redevelop Wizer’s. Some of the article read like it
was straight out of a public relations press release. In fact, another letter to the
editor picked up the same jargon. Mr. Kessi is not a hometown hero. The
Review showed bias and perhaps a lack of journalistic integrity by running a
flattering feature story on the front page just weeks before a public hearing.

How interesting that many people who embrace Mr. Kessi’s apartment
proposal are not Lake Oswego residents, unless they are people who have
signed up to move into the apartments and some local merchants. Of course,
all three of Kessi’s PR teams live in Portland, his attorney and architects live
in Portland, the writer of the article lives outside Lake Oswego. It appears as
though some think that Lake Oswego residents are incapable of making good
choices about their own town. Or maybe it boils down to profit.

Let’s make it quite clear. Mr. Kessi is most likely a good developer, his
architects well-regarded, the materials first class. It does not mean that his
proposal is the best proposal for the Wizer Block, our most important block in
downtown, one block from our town square, Millennium Plaza Park and
Lakewood Bay. His proposal is not “small-scale structures that operate like a
traditional small town.” His proposal is 87 percent apartments and only 13
percent retail, which means it is an apartment complex. A large apartment
complex is not an exciting attraction to draw people downtown.

It has become very clear this past year that a great many residents live in
Lake Oswego because it is not a big city with urban problems like congested
traffic and too little parking. It is clear that most Lake Oswegans want to
maintain the small-town feel that we enjoy and do not want to become the
southern tip of Portland (particularly if you discount all the bogus letters sent
in support of the redevelopment from a Portland PR firm and people living
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outside Lake Oswego, including from developer Kessi’s Northwest Portland
condominium building).

Most Lake Oswego residents believe that a smaller housing redevelopment
with a higher percentage of retail would be a much better fit for our town and
worth waiting a little longer. I understand that this is a hot topic right now.
But The Review is our local paper and, at the very least, featured articles
should remain neutral over such a controversial issue.

Philip Pirrotta is a 15-year resident of Lake Oswego and a supporter of
Save Our Village.
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Parking and traffic are concerns for Wizer Block
 development

View Comments

In reading the pros and cons about the Wizer development and the article on density from Karen Bowerman (“Coming to a neighborhood near you,” June
 26), it is clear that there are mixed reactions to what density is to different people.

We are experiencing a density infill in our city and in a proposed 16-home infill development in the Hallinan Heights neighborhood that has laid this all
 bare for many of us. Lake Oswego is the suburbs. People move here for that reason — to have a little space, less traffic, less noise, a different community feel
 than the high-density city life.

The city is releasing its Transportation System Plan this month and in March released its Comprehensive Plan for Lake Oswego. Both are are available on
 the City’s website. (Most of us have no idea such things exist; I know I didn’t.) Since these high-density developments are taking precedent, let us consider
 what the city has to say about traffic, safety and livability in comparison with the downtown development. I will address the Hallinan Heights safety and
 livability issues at another time.

In the Wizer development area, there is high pedestrian traffic and very little on-street parking. For the proposed development with 207 apartments, there
 is little more than one parking spot per apartment.  They have allocated 27 guest parking spots on the street. This makes parking a premium and can’t help
 but cause overflow into the Evergreen neighborhood.

Parking is an issue for people coming downtown. If  we are forced to circle round and round or park far from our destination, then this is a problem.

The main goal of the 2014 Lake Oswego Comprehensive Plan for a Town Center is to “provide a full range of economic development opportunities that
 enhance prosperity and livability.” In the Transportation System Plan, Goal F (Livability) states:

n F3: “Minimize the impacts of traffic generated through new commercial development on adjoining neighborhoods.”

n F7: “Commercial and industrial parking should not intrude into adjacent residential neighborhoods.”

Goal G (Sustainability) states:

n G5:  “Ensure that an adequate supply of parking is provided to support economic activity while balancing the need to drive, take transit, and bike and
 walk to and within employment centers, town centers and neighborhood villages.”

My hope is that the City will honor their own good goals as they go forward with this development and plan adequate parking for the many new residents
 who will be living downtown, while also taking into account those who will be visiting, driving, parking, biking and walking in this beautiful Town Center on
 a regular basis.

Liz Martin is a Lake Oswego resident.
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Shifting vision for Wizer
Block sits uneasy for some
local developers

View Comments

Debate intensifies ahead of key Development Review
Commission hearing

As developer Patrick Kessi prepares to discuss his controversial vision for
the Wizer Block with the city's Development Review Commission on July 21,
the former home of Wizer's Oswego Foods remains an unwitting symbol of a
city in the rocky throes of progress.

The boxy red-brick building on A Avenue still houses nearly a dozen
businesses, including a namesake wine shop and a Mexican restaurant. It's an
homage to a bygone mid-century shopping center aesthetic, designed by
Oregon architect Richard Sundeleaf in 1959.

But if all goes as Kessi hopes, that building could be razed by next spring.

The prime piece of downtown real estate has certainly entertained its share
of offers from developers eager to update the property. Veteran Lake Oswego
developer Nick Bunick recalls his vision for a joint venture between himself
and owner Gene Wizer before the turn of the century: a European market on
the first floor, offices on the second.

Bunick describes it as part of a larger plan that he had hoped would include
the current site of Stickmen Brewery & Skewery on State Street and a floating
restaurant. Bunick also envisioned an outdoor theater-of-sorts along Oswego
Lake.

Plans didn’t get far. Then-mayor Alice Schlenker was reluctant to allow the
city to give up the Southern Pacific railroad line, Bunick says, and his plans
required that.

“It was a totally different concept,” Bunick says.

What does Bunick think of Kessi’s plans for a 207-unit, mixed-use luxury
apartment complex?

"I agree with Tana Haynes and Cheryl Uchida," Bunick says, referring to
local organizers and a Save Our Village campaign that has loudly criticized
what they view as an outsized development incompatible with the downtown
landscape.
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“I think (Kessi) should lower it one more floor, reduce the number of units
and reduce the parking,” Bunick says.

Debate over the development of downtown Lake Oswego isn't new, of
course. In October 1998, then-Mayor Bill Klammer penned an editorial for
The Review that outlined his vision of "a vibrant, pedestrian-friendly village
marketplace that provides the goods and services the citizens of Lake Oswego
need."

“Continuing the redevelopment of downtown Lake Oswego will pay off both
financially and in the intangible commodity of increased community
livability,” Klammer wrote.

Klammer urged voters to pass the ultimately unsuccessful Measure 3-18,
which would have supported more-rapid downtown development. He
cautioned against allowing “market forces to dictate what happens in Lake
Oswego,” citing Highway 99 through Tigard, as well as downtown Beaverton
and 82nd Avenue in Portland, as cautionary tales.

But change is inevitable, as Barry Cain, president of Gramor Development,
will attest. Cain and his team developed the now-iconic Lake View Village,
which has served as a cornerstone of the downtown core’s redevelopment
efforts.

Kessi argues that his Block 137 vision is compatible with the tone and
architectural style of Lake View Village, but Cain disagrees. He doesn't like
Kessi’s vision for the Wizer block, describing the design as "monolithic."

Cain particularly takes exception to the length of the residential building,
which he describes as longer than a Portland city block.

Cain also complains about the lack of adequate parking for the project.

Design criticism nothwithstanding, what can Kessi expect working with the
city?

“I think the staff is tremendously professional, tremendously
knowledgeable, and I have great confidence in the City Council and the
Development Review Commission that they will do the right thing that's best
for everyone,” Bunick says.

However, the timeframe can be tricky, he says.

“The problem, I think, is the time periods between being able to get on the
agendas,” he says. “It’s extremely long because of the number of items that are
before the council and before the (Development Review Commission). It takes
much longer than one would hope.

“But when you finally get before the council, I found that the staff is
tremendously well-prepared, as well as the members of the council and the
members of the commission,” he said.

Landscape Architecture
mackaysposito.com
for Energy, Public Works and Land Development Projects
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The myth of the Big Box

View Comments

For 65 years, the Wizer family owned and operated Wizer’s Oswego Market in our downtown. For decades, Gene Wizer has been physically and
 emotionally intertwined with the Lake Oswego community. Whenever a local cause or a charity reached out for help, the Wizers were always close to the top
 of the ask list, and Gene rarely disappointed. His generosity and commitment to Lake Oswego was unflinching and still remains resolute.

So the notion that Mr. Wizer would choose a developer to redevelop his own private property — the Wizer Block — into something that would blight his
 beloved town is preposterous. In choosing to work closely with developer Patrick Kessi, Gene Wizer did not choose the biggest, he chose the best. He chose
 the best match to complete what Lake View Village started.

If one listens to the opponents of the redesign of the Wizer Block, one would think that Hydra (the nine-headed water snake in Greek mythology) was
 about to descend upon us, swallow us up and regurgitate us as the Pearl. The scare tactics are not just preposterous, they are just plain silly.

All of us who are private property owners in Lake Oswego know very well that this city has in place strict codes and many regulations and commissions.
 These entities are in place to make sure anything we do to our private property is done to the best Lake Oswego standards. Gene Wizer’s private-property
 development has been subjected, in spades, to strict code standards and incredibly strict reviews - some not at all objective.

The redesign of the Wizer Block proposal is the result of more than one year of Gene Wizer and developer Patrick Kessi reaching out to our citizens, our
 Development Review Commission and our City. The redesign incorporates the best suggestions of them all, and no objective person who studies the redesign
 could possibly say it is a Pearl-like building.

Mr. Kessi designs buildings which fit the communities in which he is building them. Gene Wizer is emotionally attached to this community and would
 never think of redeveloping his private property in any image other than one that was physically, architecturally and economically in sync with our village.

 Take time to digest the redesign of the Wizer Block, designed to code and designed to reflect community character. Then sit across from the current Wizer
 Block and think of the completion of our village with another quality Tudor-like development, open spaces, successful small local businesses and young and
 older residents who choose to live and commit to this great community.

Roger Martin has been a Lake Oswego resident for more than 50 years.
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Wizer Block: dead space or a
new beginning?

View Comments

I write this both from the perspective of being a long-time resident of Lake
Oswego and an urban planner experienced in real estate development.

This community is at a crossroads. The practical choice is to come together
to support an attractive, mixed-use development plan that will be a major
asset to our downtown and to our tax base, or we can choose to dig in with our
differences and watch as the black hole known as the Wizer Block sits as
lifeless dead space. I think the choice is clear: In the big picture, we can either
choose to expand our downtown with an exciting new addition to the existing
Lake Oswego Village. Or we can say “No” and allow a sad dead space to
continue being dead space for years to come.

Real estate development is a difficult process and often a risky financial
undertaking. A developer has to move a project through many layers and
many hurdles. For more than a year (and 100 meetings; imagine that!),
Patrick Kessi has gone the extra mile to listen to the community and what we
want. Now developer Kessi, the City and community of Lake Oswego have
jointly come up with a development plan that is visionary, fits our future
demographics and will be a major asset to our tax base.

If this newly redesigned Wizer Block project is not approved, it is unlikely
that future developers will see the Wizer Block as an attractive business
proposition. The message to the development community will be: “Forget it;
Lake Oswego is too difficult. There are better options.” The Wizer Block will be
dead space for years to come. No life, no energy, nothing to offer Lake Oswego
residents.

Imagine the Wizer Block coming back to life. Imagine the restaurants, the
shops, the walkways and the art. Imagine the new energy and the new
residences — the young professionals & the empty nesters strolling our
downtown, day and night. Who would go back to 2004 and downtown without
Lake Oswego Village? In five years, LO residents will wonder how we survived
so long without this new addition. What the heck was going on?

Now is the time to be bold and not afraid of change. Some change is good.
This development will be a major net gain for Lake Oswego. Yes, there will be
some additional traffic. Such is the case in the Pearl District. But who would
argue the Pearl is not a great addition to Portland’s urban life?
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We have a choice: the sad status quo, or move forward. LO: Seize The Day!

Will Denecke is a Lake Oswego resident.
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Wizer Block: Here we go again

View Comments

I am responding to a recent “Hello L.O.,” the City of Lake Oswego’s official newsletter. By cutting off part of the proposed Wizer Block development in a
 photo, the publication gives a misleading impression that the proposal resembles the mass and scale of Lake View Village. It does not.

The new Wizer Block proposal is three times the size of Lake View Village.  Why does it matter? With malls dying, people look for picturesque towns as
 destinations. Look how Lake View Village transformed downtown Lake Oswego from a drive-through town to a charming destination, intimate in human
 scale.

The Wizer proposal consists of three massive apartment buildings encasing the entire Wizer Block in our “compact shopping district.”  The “Hello L.O.”
 article says that the new buildings contain “36,500 square feet of quality retail and 207 higher-end residential units.” The article fails to mention that the
 present Wizer building currently contains about 71,000 square feet of retail. So we lose 71,000 square feet before adding a paltry 36,500 square feet of retail
 space.

Block 137 was never meant to be packed full of 207 apartments with only 13 percent retail. People are avoiding malls because they prefer charming,
 intimate neighborhoods. Retail supports retail. Even though people shop online, picturesque small-scale downtowns with an assortment of shops,
 restaurants and services draw people. A huge apartment complex is not a draw.

So far, we know the plans call for a dog-grooming shop in the Wizer complex, since more than 100 new apartment dogs likely are expected in the
 neighborhood. The dogs will be using Millennium Park, since there will be virtually no green space for them except an interior putting green designed
 exclusively for apartment residents.

What we have in the new proposal is a large, self-contained apartment complex that will not attract either Lake Oswego citizens or out-of-town visitors to
 downtown. However, what the apartment complex may well do is overwhelm our little park with too many dogs, suck away available parking — since 27
 parking spaces for apartment visitors now have been allocated to our streets — and pour too much traffic onto A Avenue, Hwy. 43 and into adjoining
 neighborhoods.

We can either overbuild our village with a large-scale apartment complex, or preserve the village character with a two- to three-story redevelopment and a
 more balanced mix of housing, retail and restaurants. As needed, additional housing can be built elsewhere in downtown, rather than on top of the gateway
 to our park and lake.

Eliminating an apartment complex to build Millennium Plaza Park next to Lakewood Bay was progress. Today, building a massive apartment complex on
 our town square is not progress. It is a reversal of the goal to preserve our small-town suburban community and lifestyle rather than to become an annex of
 Portland. Revisit the definition of “village character” under Section 50.05.004 of the Downtown Redevelopment Design District.  This is part of the Lake
 Oswego Community Development Code, so let’s build according to code specifications.

Don’t be struck by glitzy PR stories about the developer as a farm boy. This is no rural deal. This is a money deal.  But our community vision is worth
 waiting a little longer to attain: a three-story redevelopment of small-scale structures, some housing, green spaces and retail for all residents of Lake Oswego
 to enjoy.

Patrick Haar is a resident of Lake Oswego.
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Wizer Block: LO citizens' values vs. developer's money

View Comments

"Money, Money, Money” — the famous tune from the movie and Broadway play “Cabaret” — could be the theme song for Pearl developer Patrick Kessi and
 his team, who are proposing a huge apartment complex in our village square. They are spending money on political advisers, ads, publicity and a fancy booth
 at Wizer’s, along with social media. However, like the movie and play situation based on real life, they, too, can crash.

True, money is needed in Lake Oswego, for many good causes. Yet developers continue to waste money on trying to convince LO citizens to ruin the
 serenity of our downtown with development that is ill-suited to our community.

The new advertising spin for the development is about how the project exceeds parking codes. But this parking nightmare is accomplished by now “packing
 and stacking” the cars one on top of the other, using 27 hydraulic lifts in the underground parking.

Hiring political advisers to direct the campaign in favor of oversized development in LO is counter-intuitive, for the simple reason that the issue is not
 bipartisan. This huge development affects every local citizen. It is not Republican, Democrat, Libertarian, Green or Independent in its nature. Political
 advisors have no place in the mix.

Why would the City support this project? Just like the developer and highly paid consultants: money.

High-density development is desirable in appropriate locations, but downtown Lake Oswego is not one of them. We are not the Pearl District, and we do
 not wish to become like the Pearl District. High-density development would overburden the local infrastructure and damage the community. We need to
 grow, but we want growth that affects the city in a positive way. Urban density is a reality, but it should not occur at the price of urban chaos. This project is
 misplaced, inappropriate and harmful to our city.

If we do not protect the quality of life and the health, safety and traffic conditions in our area, Lake Oswego will not continue to grow in a positive way.
 Concerned citizens of LO who volunteer their time because they care about their community is the correct approach to this out-of-control development.
 These are the values that have been carefully built by city residents over decades. They do not follow market studies, focus groups and hype. They follow and
 honor the codes which are the roots and identity of Lake Oswego.

Thinking about the future of Lake Oswego is the issue — about its appeal, its future for our children, its attraction for small business and its desirability for
 visitors. Efforts need to be made for safer side streets to make them more pedestrian friendly. We need to protect our beautiful Millennium Park and farmers
 market. Placing three massive buildings, one of which is larger than all six Lake View Village buildings, will have lasting negative effects on our town square
 and neighborhoods.

Money is an important commodity. Don’t be swayed by professional outsiders’ pocketbooks trying to control hometown issues and opinions. Using funds
 wisely needs careful consideration. It should benefit all LO citizens, not just developers and their cohorts.

Let’s not crash. Let’s use our town in ways that benefit everyone.

Tom Grigg is a Lake Oswego resident and a supporter of Save Our Village.
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Don't ignore the Wizer Block project

View Comments

It’s the height of summer and people are busy — this is the exact time Patrick Kessi’s Wizer development team chose to trot out the same pig the city
 rejected previously, only they’ve shaved an inch off its legs and curled its tail. They probably hoped we’re too busy to react.

The density of this apartment complex has been reduced from 228 to 207 units, or by less than 10 percent, and they’ve shifted 26 visitor parking spaces to
 the street. The building is still 87-percent apartments, and the 71,000 square feet of current retail will be cut nearly in half to 36,500 square feet. Reliable
 sources say the new retail space will house such businesses as a groomer for the large influx of dogs and a pharmacy — services perfect for the building’s
 tenants, but not necessarily for the community at large.

The revised plan shows 268 parking spaces available to residents. Since there’s a good chance many residents will have two cars, the extra car will be
 outside, competing for street parking with everyone else. Yep, they’ll need to put in parking meters to control that!

Although the project’s traffic expert says the additional cars won’t impact our city, it seems 300 or so cars blocked by a lake and having to drive down
 neighborhood streets to avoid congestion will have quite an impact. Consider the bottleneck of traffic during rush hour on A Avenue and State Street, and
 the congestion during farmers market. Now add 300 cars coming and going every day.

And what about the city code that defines the Wizer Block as being part of the four-block retail core? Clearly a high-density, 87-percent residential complex
 doesn’t fit the definition of retail. But Kessi’s redesign ignores this. He also ignores the code for village character, as defined as “small-scale structures.” Do
 you think their 260-foot long building, over two-thirds the length of a football field, provides village character?

Kessi also states he’s received dozens of letters in favor of his development. Did you know City Hall records indicate these letters came from Kessi’s high-
rise building in Portland and from a public relations agency?

Proponents of this scheme also use fear tactics to make us believe this development is our only option; if we don’t choose this, we’ll be left with nothing.
 Come on now. If we go along with this developer’s plan, we will be stuck with three large apartment buildings that will take advantage of Lake Oswego’s
 amenities and provide us with little in return, except increased traffic, parking problems and a constant inflow and outflow of moving trucks for the one-year
 lease apartment tenants.

We must pay attention and make some noise. We have a highly intelligent community, and the majority of Lake Oswego citizens are against this
 development. Don’t buckle. Even in the height of summer, we need to speak out because the developer is hoping we’ll give in. Please participate in City Hall’s
 July 21 hearing.

Gale Frank is a Lake Oswego resident.
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by: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE -
 Developer Patrick Kessi says his plan for the Wizer
 Block completes the village in a way the city
 envisioned when it set the code for this block.

Wizer Block plan heads back to Development Review
 Commission

View Comments

City staff, chamber support a proposal the developer insists is good fit for downtown core

A city staff report recommends approval of developer Patrick Kessi’s redesigned proposal for downtown Lake
 Oswego’s Wizer Block and the Lake Oswego Chamber of Commerce this week voiced its support for the project.

But one week before the mixed-use redevelopment plan goes before the Development Review Commission, Kessi
 himself is leaving nothing to chance.

The developer held an informal chat at Chuck’s Place on Monday to answer any lingering questions about his
 proposal and to shore up support for the July 21 DRC meeting, where a seven-member advisory board will review
 whether Kessi’s modified design is in compliance with city development codes and design regulations.

The commission also will decide whether it will grant four requested exceptions to Community Development Code
 standards: an allowance for ground-floor residential units in an area zoned East End General Commercial; a
 reduction in the amount of storefront glazing, or windows; an allowance for a retail parking entrance on First Street;
 and an allowance for shared private and public parking onsite. The redesign also seeks to remove 25 trees from the
 property.

The city’s 120-day decision window for the proposal closes on Oct. 28.

Kessi appears to be on the right track. A revised staff report issued July 11 recommends approval of the updated application, provided it meets several
 conditions, including replacing a flat roof in one spot with a pitched roof and ensuring that residential parking totals include a minimum of 53 guest parking
 spaces. In addition, the report calls for a 12-foot-wide pedestrian corridor through the east-west pedestrian walkway.

Responding to charges that his design for the Wizer Block (officially known as Block 137) is not a good fit for Lake Oswego’s downtown core, Kessi told The
 Review this week that his proposal completes the east end of the village with a building that is certainly compatible with planners’ goals.

“It shares the vision of a mixed-use block, which was established by Lake Oswego code,” Kessi said. “The Lake Oswego zoning code calls for exactly this
 kind of development. We are within the permitted uses, and our proposal is well within the allowed height and density.”

Because of that, Kessi said he was confident that downtown Lake Oswego had the infrastructure in place to handle the residents who will live in the
 project’s 207 apartments.

“We conducted a comprehensive traffic analysis that demonstrates all transportation facilities will continue to operate well with our proposal,” Kessi said.
 “With residents so close to retail, many car trips will be eliminated.”

Critics of the plan, including the more than 300 members of Save Our Village, disagree and continue to call Kessi’s proposal “overdevelopment.” Despite
 changes that decreased the number of residential units by 21, opponents say the redesign is still triple the appropriate size and would overwhelm downtown,
 altering “the charm and character” of Lake Oswego.

Undeterred, Kessi said the design captures the feel the city envisioned for the block, and he emphasized its green cache. “It has 27-percent landscaping,
 more than the 15 percent required by code and almost double the 14.4 percent at Lake View Village,” Kessi said.

The design is completely to code, Kessi argued, and he offered a side-by-side comparison with would-be neighbor Lake View Village.

“At Lake View Village, they applied for 236,852 square feet of parking, retail and office,” Kessi said. “At Wizer, we are applying for 291,963 square feet of
 residential, office and retail. All Wizer parking is below ground, so it does not contribute to the mass of the building above ground. All Lake View Village
 parking that is above ground is visible as part of the building mass and was calculated as part of that mass in the land use final approval.

“Both Wizer and Lake View Village have three buildings,” Kessi added. “Both create the appearance of more than three buildings through setbacks, plane
 changes, material changes and breaks in roofline. Both also have height ranges. Wizer’s height ranges from 46 feet to 58 feet. Every peak at Wizer’s is within
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 the allowed height limit, with no exceptions to height required.”

Overall, Kessi said, the new design “embraces the best suggestions of the community, the Development Review Commission and the city. It completes the
 village in a way the city envisioned when it set the code for this block.”

Both sides will get a chance to make their case on Monday. Public testimony — pro, con and neutral — will follow presentations by city staff and Kessi’s
 development team. Kessi will then have another opportunity to answer questions before the commission begins its deliberations. The meeting is scheduled
 to begin at 6 p.m. at Lake Oswego City Hall, 380 A Ave.
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Wizer Block plan threatens quality of life in Lake Oswego

View Comments

If permits are issued for the revised Wizer/Kessi plan for Block 137, the quality of life we enjoy in downtown Lake Oswego will be irreparably damaged. The
 dedicated work of citizens and city staff who developed the East End Development Plan and our building codes will be trashed and the precedent set for
 high-rise Pearl District buildings in our small town.

The revised Block 137 development plan for 207 apartments and 36,000 square feet of commercial continues to violate the limitations on the size and type
 of structures suitable for this block in the commercial center of Lake Oswego.

We all look forward to the redevelopment of Block 137, which has stood virtually unchanged for the past 40 years. However, the gross overdevelopment put
 forward by Mr. Wizer and Mr. Kessi will overwhelm the heart of our city with massive apartment structures where commercial activity was planned. Block
 137 cries out for redevelopment at a size and height that does not damage Lake View Village and Millennium Park, which hosts 60+ events yearly. Adding
 250+ cars and allowing the Kessi development plan to lay claim to the extremely limited street parking now available along A Avenue and Evergreen is
 unthinkable. Traffic at the intersection of A Avenue and First Street is virtually gridlock every workday at rush hour now.

The sheer number of cars, people, pets, moving vans and utility vehicles that will come with the Kessi plan will create congestion at a level that will harm
 existing businesses and restaurants along First Avenue and our treasured farmers market at Millennium Park. The Kessi plan violates our established village
 height limitations for structures, and it will create a canyon effect that will block sunlight from Lake View Village diners and shoppers.

If you want to see this development reduced to conform to our building codes and the plan for our commercial center, the Development Review
 Commission needs to hear from you before or at the public hearing set for 6 p.m. Monday, July 21, at City Hall. Email your comments to the DRC at:
 jreynolds@ci.oswego.or.us. This hearing is likely the last opportunity for residents to be heard and effect change in this plan that threatens the unique
 qualities of Lake Oswego’s commercial center.

Judy Davis is a resident of Lake Oswego.
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Wizer Block redesign still 'hugely inappropriate'

View Comments

There is a saying among professional lobbyists that “everyone has their price.” In other words, if there are enough zeros behind the largess to be doled out
 — be it money, in-kind products or services — virtually anyone can be persuaded to vote against what seemingly would be in the interest of the majority.

That saying comes to mind with the Wizer Block proposal as it wends its way through the Development Review Commission and ultimately the City
 Council. Now, as the developer returns to seek approval of the previously rejected proposal with only slight revisions, it would be good to keep that saying —
 and some basic facts — in mind.

The facts are simple:

-The majority of Lake Oswego citizens do not want greater density in Lake Oswego, and certainly not in the downtown area where streets, traffic and
 parking cannot support it.

-The majority of LO citizens do not want Millennium Plaza Park ruined by putting a large complex of apartment dwellers who are minimally invested in the
 community next to it. This was affirmed by the votes of the Evergreen Neighborhood Association and the collective LO neighborhood associations.

-Long-established plans for the Wizer Block specify primarily a commercial development, not residential.

-The last election sent a clear message that citizens were upset with a mayor and City Council that steadfastly refused to listen to the citizenship.

If anyone doubts these facts, I challenge the City to perform a truly unbiased survey of the citizenship on this proposal. While some would believe the
 developer has made a good-faith effort to modify the proposal to eliminate citizen concerns, my reaction is that it is still hugely inappropriate.

If one lops off the ears of an elephant, it is still an elephant. Despite the voices of political consultants eager to have a signature project, architects working
 with the developer, business owners who stand to benefit from greater East End density, City staff steeped in the ideology of urban density for everyone and
 moneyed local investors who stand to profit directly, this project has been stopped, at least temporarily, by the growing awareness of the citizens at large.

I urge all LO citizens to remain engaged and cognizant of these facts, as the Wizer proposal redesign is presented to the DRC on July 21.

Roger Rollins is a resident of Lake Oswego.
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Evergreen Neighborhood opposes Wizer Block
 development

View Comments

During the week of July 11, 82 percent of the 177 Evergreen Neighborhood Association (ENA) members who voted were opposed to the current design of
 the development of Block 137 (the Wizer Block). This vote was not anti-development or fear of change, but was because of the project itself. Here is why.

The scale, use and density of the proposal are inconsistent with the other blocks within the downtown “compact shopping district.” As well, there are traffic
 and parking issues.

The scale proposed is much bigger than on the surrounding blocks. There is nothing in the four-block area that is over two stories; the proposal is for four
 stories.

The four-block downtown district is to be for retail and commercial use, according to City plans; this proposal is 87-percent residential as its primary use.
 This high residential component is simply not what was intended for this block. The 207 households are too dense. They will increase the size of the
 Evergreen neighborhood by 50 percent! That is too many people for one city block.

Traffic on First and Second streets is already nearly maxed out for “local” streets, which is what they are classified in City plans. A Avenue is near its
 maximum, and State Street (Hwy. 43) is also near maximum capacity and likely beyond that at rush hour. No consideration has been given to any increased
 traffic on local streets, as there has been no traffic study of local streets. Evergreen Road runs straight through our neighborhood and is a likely alternate to a
 crowded A Avenue for Block 137 residents.

Parking for the proposed development is clearly inadequate by any reasonable measure. City measures allow for a 33-percent reduction in parking
 requirements for being downtown, pedestrian, transit and street parking, so that only 155 spaces are required for the retail/commercial portion of the
 project; however, the street parking is already almost fully occupied, so it is unclear how this can be counted in the project’s favor.

The residential portion of the project proposes 268 parking spaces, but City staff has said that 53 of those spaces must be reserved for visitors, leaving only
 215 spaces for residents. Thirty-three spaces have been created using “lifts” so that two cars are parked in one space, a first for Lake Oswego and unapproved
 at this time. But even with the lifts, there is clearly not enough residential parking without significant assumptions about how many people will ride bikes or
 take transit.

In summary, ENA opposes this development by a 4-to-1 margin. The project is not consistent with our “village character” and not retail-oriented per the
 “compact shopping district” envisioned for these downtown blocks, and it does not adequately address traffic and parking issues.

When Lake View Village was reviewed, ENA testified in support of the project. Working with City staff and the developer, all issues were addressed before
 the project came before the Development Review Commission. We are saddened that we must oppose this project, but we must deal with reality and this
 project is just too big, too dense, not retail and lacks adequate traffic mitigation and parking.

This article was written by Lake Oswego resident Gerry Good on behalf of the Evergreen Neighborhood Association.
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Wizer Block: Respecting the past and looking to the future

View Comments

In its editorial last week (“City should hold true to vision for downtown core, reject Wizer plan,” July 17), The Review used a quote from Confucius. The
 quote — “Study the past if you would define the future” — is sound advice. We should all draw lessons from our past. However, we cannot live backwards.
 We live in the present and, hopefully, in the future. We are not static. So as this community, the Development Review Commission and the City discuss the
 redesign of the Wizer Block, I am inclined to put Confucius together with Winston Churchill who said, “... if we open a quarrel between the past and the
 present, we shall find we have lost the future.”

The Review wrote that it liked our redesigned Wizer proposal, with its mix of English Tudor, Arts & Crafts and Oregon Rustic influences (all of which fully
 embrace the definition of Village Character in the code standards). The paper wrote that the buildings would absolutely complement the surrounding
 buildings (all of which meet City code standards in height and length) and that the public walkways would provide easy access and new places for visitors to
 explore. (These areas provide half an acre of open space and pedestrian walkways, and exceed the code landscaping standards.) The Review concluded that it
 would be a very pretty, and code-compliant, development. And then it wrote, “The past should inform the future.”

The Wizer Block is a proposal exactly as it was envisioned in the past under the 1998 code. It is a healthy mix of retail, office and housing to add activity to
 the core of Lake Oswego. This is the vision crafted by city planners and endorsed by the public. The Review states that you can’t argue with that vision, but
 then arbitrarily calls for a new vision with more retail, more offices and fewer residents.

The paper argues that it is residents who would increase traffic. Our proposal in fact will create fewer car trips than Lake View Village and fewer car trips
 than a similar retail-and-office-only development on the Wizer block. It is these residents, the stewards of the downtown community, who will contribute
 invaluably to the village character of the core. The Review’s vision is more in line with a mall than with a village core.

When we redesigned our original concept, we studied the past and learned from it — Lake View Village, Oswego townhomes and the code vision are all
 incorporated. We studied the community in its present — we didn’t open a quarrel between past and present. We listened to citizens, the DRC and the City,
 and came up with a significantly improved development that fits the code’s vision. We looked to the future of Lake Oswego and to a place where people want
 to live, work, shop and play in a core and can leave their cars at home.

Instead of solely looking to the past for wisdom, let’s go to arguably the best hockey player of our day. Wayne Gretsky said, “I skate to where the puck is
 going to be, not where it has been.” We are respecting the past and planning a future that will meet the needs of the community. I look forward to being a
 part of where the community is going.

Patrick H. Kessi is principal of Evergreen Group LLC, developer of the Wizer Block (Block 137).
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Photo Credit: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE - Development Review Commission members listen to
 public testimony during the second of two hearings last week on the proposed development of the Wizer
 Block in downtown Lake Oswego.
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 Nancy Shebel and Patrick Haar voice their
 opposition to plans for the Wizer Block during the
 DRCs July 23 session.
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Development Review Commission rejects proposal for
 Wizer Block

View Comments

Vote follows two nights of public debate; appeal to City Council is likely

Lake Oswego's Development Review Commission voted 3-2 late
 Wednesday night to reject a proposal for a 290,000-square-foot,
 mixed-use development on downtown's Wizer Block.

The vote, which came shortly before midnight, is likely to be
 appealed.

The DRC will now meet Aug. 18 to adopt its findings; that would
 open a 15-day window for appeal to the City Council, which next
 meets in September.

Wednesday's marathon session followed a five-hour hearing July 21 and
 three more hours of public testimony July 23. At issue is a redesigned
 proposal from Evergreen Group LLC and developer Patrick Kessi to replace
 the former home of Wizer’s Oswego Foods with three four-story buildings at
 the corner of A Avenue and First Street. The development would include 207
 residential units and about 36,000 square feet of retail space.

DRC Chair Bob Needham and Commissioners Gregg Creighton and Kelly
 Melendez voted to reject the proposal; Vice Chair Brent Ahrend and
 Commissioner David Poulson voted to approve it. The discussion Wednesday
 night came down to two main points.

First, the commission was divided on whether Kessi’s proposed design reflected downtown Lake Oswego's “village character.” Largely at issue was the
 sense that the buildings' massing did not conform to the city’s code provision regarding the aesthetics of downtown buildings.

Kessi had attempted to address that criticism in his revised plan for Block 137, creating building fronts that featured
 a variety of setbacks, plane changes, material changes and breaks in rooflines.

Second, the commission was split on how much of the structures’ ground floor was devoted to residential use and
 on what kind of residential/commercial split was appropriate for the so-called "compact shopping district."

Ahrend argued that, by city code, “mixed use” was up to a developer’s interpretation. “What they’re proposing ... we
 don’t have anything to say that’s right or wrong,” he said. “Personally, that's a liberty ... that I can't deny. A builder-
developer has to have that ability to mix it up himself.”

Needham mostly agreed. “If you say that, hypothetically, someone came forward with a project that was first-floor
 retail, do we have any say of what percentage is on the second or third floors? No, we don't,” he said.

“It’s clear,” Needham added, “this town needs high-density housing. But it’s also clear it’s been identified and
 earmarked in the urban design plan" for locations other than in the downtown core.

That point was met with substantial applause from the audience.

The commission emphasized the decision would not be final until it meets again at 7 p.m. on Aug. 18, at which point it will likely adopt its findings.

"There's a good chance it'll get appealed no matter what we decide," Creighton said.

Opponents of the plan had flocked to City Council chambers last week to make their case. Most of the arguments against Block 137 included charges that it
 was too dense to fit the city’s vision for the downtown core, and that added traffic congestion would choke the area and have a devastating impact on
 retailers.

Leslie Pirrotta argued that devoting only 13 percent of the development to retail was “not conducive to a shopping district.”

“The apartment complex creates its own, isolated, self-contained community. It does not enhance the downtown experience for Lake
 Oswego residents,” Pirrotta said. “It fails to provide public gathering places.”

“Moreover,” Pirrotta added, “207 apartments at a 50-percent turnover rate means 100 move-ins and move-outs each year. That’s an
 average of two moving vans, double-parked on our streets, every weekend.”

The design review process itself was compared unfavorably to that of Lake View Village in the early 2000s. Residents described
 Gramor Development’s approach then as “collaborative.”

Anne Meneakis, who lives in the Evergreen neighborhood and headed the Evergreen Neighborhood Association while Lake View
 Village was being considered, detailed what she saw as key differences between the two projects.

“Contrary to the center of the proposed Wizer development, which serves only private purposes, the parking structure in the center of
 Block 138 serves as an aesthetically concealed public parking structure, which serves the larger community,” Meneakis said. “I
 respectfully request the Wizer Block developer be equally required to reduce his project’s mass and so comply with the code of a
 community of small structures, just as Gramor was required to do and so complied.”
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Three hours into the week’s second hearing, Evergreen Group representatives presented their
 rebuttal, with Gene Sandoval of ZGF Architects saying that “we believe that Block 137 is the right

 project.”

“It is consistently complementary to the mission of Lake Oswego codes and guidelines,” Sandoval said, “and is the
 recommendation of your city staff.”

Sandoval said Evergreen’s redesigned plans for the Wizer Block would give downtown Lake Oswego a feel akin to
 that of a European city. The design “meets all criteria for village character you have developed for decades,” he said.
 The plans are “respectful of your code and its intent. It is a good neighbor. It has the village character of this city.”

Sandoval and attorney Christen White addressed opponents’ concerns about the size of the development by
 comparing its “footprint” to that of Lake View Village.

“Our small-scale structures have building footprints you can completely circumnavigate, that are similar to or
 smaller than (those on Lake View Village’s site,” White said, adding that Evergreen’s plans include almost double the
 amount of landscaping required by city code.

“We’ve been asked to compare ourselves over and over again (to Lake View Village), and we’re going to own those
 comparisons,” she said. “We can own them on the facts. Along First Street, in this significant redesign, (we) create seven separate storefronts. And by our
 calculations, that number is about similar (to) across the street (at Lake View Village), if not identical.”

White said Evergreen Group believes that, except for “a small overlap on our property,” the proposed development meets the city’s desire to create a
 compact shopping district in the downtown core. And she said the developer had listened to commissioners’ concerns Monday about its request to include
 ground-floor residential units in the project and had now converted those residences into “live-work units.”

“The entire ground floor is work (space),” White said. “Whether that’s residential or office remains to be seen. But living (space) will be on top.”

Kessi said this week that he was pleased with the hearings.

“It was good for us to be able to really lay out for the DRC the essential elements of (of the design) for the code, relevant to height, footprint, density,
 parking, architectural style,” he said. “It was good that we could really express the facts.”
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New Wizer Block residents would help businesses thrive

View Comments

I encourage the folks in our community to embrace and support the Wizer Block development.

For many years, urban renewal funds have been spent to make the downtown area developable. Sidewalks and streets have been improved and new
 businesses attracted with the promise of the creation of a vibrant downtown commercial core. Now that more private dollars are here in response to this
 community’s investment, it is not consistent with the direction our town has promulgated for the downtown to prevent or slow the development of private
 property for a project in compliance with the development standards and codes of our city.

It should come as no surprise to this community, having witnessed over decades the implementation of the East End Redevelopment Plan, that more
 growth is here in response to folks’ desires to make Lake Oswego their home. There reaches a point where community input extends beyond the reasonable
 and becomes an onerous barrier to the reasonable right a property owner has to develop his or her property in compliance with our town’s code and
 standards.

This community thrives on the people who live in it, and we’ve created a community with the amenities and businesses that others want to experience. The
 downtown business community especially is dependent on population density to survive. The commercial community downtown is struggling as evidenced
 by store closures and commercial vacancies, with more to come if we do not increase the customer base available to existing businesses. More folks living in
 close proximity to the existing and future retail is critical to the survival of the town center. Our last Lake Oswego marketing campaign was “shop LOcal,”
 because it is this very community that businesses depend on for their customer base.

Owners or renters, it does not matter. To our local businesses, these are the folks needed to support the retail community. The desire to preclude an
 increase in our population, to stop more neighbors from moving into new housing, and to hinder the number of dogs sharing our spaces are all notions that
 go against the hospitality of the community I grew up in.

The Evergreen Group has responded well to all feedback from the community, and it is abundantly apparent they desire a long-term healthy relationship
 with Lake Oswego. They have gone above and beyond in responding to suggestions from the public at large and from the Development Review Commission.
 It is nothing short of a miracle that these folks are still here, and it demonstrates their commitment to a high-quality project, built to the unique style of our
 town. As evidenced by the city staff report to the Development Review Commission, the Evergreen plan complies with the current code, with minimal
 exceptions and no variances.

Let us please stop what only serves to deter future investment in our town and stand behind a project that clearly adheres to the integrity of our town’s
 development and design standards and that will only further enhance and support the existing residential and commercial community.

Thank you to Pat Kessi and his team for their decision to bring an investment of this size to Lake Oswego. Thank you to all of the citizens and citizen
 municipal volunteers for providing the feedback needed to shape the project into its current form. Now let’s start building something.

Joe Buck, a Lake Oswego resident and business owner, is a member of the board of directors of the Lake Oswego Chamber of Commerce and the Lake
 Grove Business Association. The opinions are his own.
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City Council should follow DRC's lead, reject Wizer plan

View Comments

The July 30 decision by the Development Review Commission reiterates that the proposal for the Wizer Block fails to meet Lake Oswego Municipal Codes
 and the Urban Design Plan. Following hours of discussion, reviewing design aspects and code requirements, and public testimony, the DRC’s majority
 decision denied Patrick Kessi’s proposal.

The DRC decision got it right. The DRC should be commended for the hours spent looking carefully at this project. Two architects, Gregg Creighton and
 Kelly Melendez, and Chair Bob Needham made the right decision based on the pertinent question: Does this project satisfy our code requirements? It does
 not.

Last February, the DRC did not approve Kessi’s massive, modernistic apartment complex. The developer was granted a continuance to go back to the
 drawing board, giving him the opportunity to redesign per code. The developer resubmitted his proposal in June. Unfortunately, the new proposal once
 again falls short on village character and is still too massive.

Kessi did not break up the buildings, as suggested, into small-scale structures as code requires. His apartment complex is nearly three times larger than
 Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco, which is 99,551 square feet of shops and restaurants. It is too large and too many apartments for our small downtown
 core. Block 137 is one of four designated blocks in our compact shopping district. But the Kessi proposal is 87-percent apartments (207) with only 13-percent
 retail, which does not meet the standards of a shopping district. In fact, Kessi’s proposal cuts our present retail space on the Wizer block by 50 percent.

A high-density apartment complex will not draw residents or visitors to downtown. Rather, many new shops and restaurants would create more vitality.
 With more than 200 apartments on one block, even a 50-percent move-in, move-out rate would result in an average of two moving vans each week double-
parked on our streets. Add UPS and FedEx deliveries to this large apartment proposal and you’d have gridlock on our streets. We would lose our unique,
 sought-after small town forever.

The developer tells us that he has spent many months and dollars developing his plan for Lake Oswego. From the beginning, citizen groups, neighborhood
 groups, surveys and polls — and now the DRC — has said that his plan is too big, too tall and does not fit. Yet he did not break up his proposal to fit, and he
 continues to push more than 200 apartments onto our compact shopping district.

Lake Oswego can use downtown apartments on a smaller scale and on another block. But this has been a staff-driven project that has circumvented our
 codes and the voices of our community. Now staff and the developer will try to convince the City Council that our thoughtful, well-informed citizens got it
 wrong, our neighborhoods got it wrong, The Lake Oswego Review editorial board got it wrong and the DRC got it wrong.

Hopefully, our elected council will look closely at the facts and figures, the real size and serious implications of this project, the harm it will do to our
 shopping district and downtown core. It is not about the developer’s time or money spent. All property owners have limits to their personal freedom. It is
 about following well-established codes that have, up to now, preserved our unique, charming downtown.

Leslie Pirrotta is a resident of Lake Oswego.
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Photo Credit: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE -
 Development Review Commission members listen
 to public testimony during the second of two
 hearings last week on the proposed development
 of the Wizer Block in downtown Lake Oswego.

Kessi says he'll appeal DRC's
 rejection of Wizer Block
 proposal

View Comments

Once panel affirms its decision, developer will take his case to the
 City Council in September

Developer Patrick Kessi said this
 week that he will appeal the
 Development Review Commission’s
 rejection of his proposal for a
 290,000-square-foot, mixed-use
 development on downtown Lake
 Oswego’s Wizer Block.

Kessi said he was surprised by the
 DRC’s 3-2 vote, which came shortly
 before midnight on July 30, because
 commissioners appeared poised after
 hours of discussion to grant the few
 code exceptions he requested.

“By straw vote, the majority of the
 commission found (the proposal) fit
 all the criteria,” Kessi said. “After
 hours of discussion about how the
 project met the code, the vote to deny
 was pretty unpredictable.”

The DRC will now meet Aug. 18 to
 adopt its findings; that would open a
 15-day window for appeal to the City
 Council, which next meets in
 September. Any decision by the

 council also could be appealed to the state Land Use Board of Appeals.

In his appeal, Kessi will not be allowed to make any changes to the proposal
 he submitted to the DRC. But he said he stands behind what he calls “a
 substantial redesign” that addressed concerns raised earlier this year by
 neighborhood groups, community leaders and city officials.
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“I’m really pleased that we’ve completed this important step in the approval
 process,” Kessi said. “Now I’m really looking forward to presenting (this)
 much-improved design to the City Council.”

The DRC’s marathon session last week followed a five-hour hearing July 21
 and three more hours of public testimony July 23. At issue is a redesigned
 proposal from Kessi’s Evergreen Group LLC to replace the former home of
 Wizer’s Oswego Foods with three four-story buildings at the corner of A
 Avenue and First Street. The development would include 207 residential units
 and about 36,000 square feet of retail space.

DRC Chair Bob Needham and Commissioners Gregg Creighton and Kelly
 Melendez voted to reject the proposal; Vice Chair Brent Ahrend and
 Commissioner David Poulson voted to approve it. The discussion seemed to
 come down to two main points.

First, the commission was divided on whether Kessi’s proposed design
 reflected downtown Lake Oswego’s “village character.” Largely at issue was
 the sense that the buildings’ massing did not conform to the city’s code
 provision regarding the aesthetics of downtown buildings.

Kessi had attempted to address that criticism in his revised plan for Block
 137, creating building fronts that featured a variety of setbacks, plane changes,
 material changes and breaks in rooflines.

Second, the commission was split on how much of the structures’ ground
 floor was devoted to residential use and on what kind of
 residential/commercial split was appropriate for the so-called “compact
 shopping district.”

Ahrend argued that, by city code, “mixed use” was up to a developer’s
 interpretation. “What they’re proposing ... we don’t have anything to say that’s
 right or wrong,” he said. “Personally, that’s a liberty ... that I can’t deny. A
 builder-developer has to have that ability to mix it up himself.”

Needham mostly agreed.

“If you say that, hypothetically, someone came forward with a project that
 was first-floor retail, do we have any say of what percentage is on the second
 or third floors? No, we don’t,” he said.

“It’s clear,” Needham added, “this town needs high-density housing. But it’s
 also clear it’s been identified and earmarked in the Urban Design Plan” for
 locations other than in the downtown core.

That point was met with substantial applause from the audience.

The commission emphasized the decision would not be final until it meets
 again at 7 p.m. on Aug. 18, at which point it will likely adopt its findings.

Brant Williams, the city’s redevelopment director, said that like Kessi, he,
 too, was surprised by the DRC’s decision because commissioners seemed
 amenable to the project through much of the night’s discussion.

“We assumed all along it would be a close vote,” Williams said, but Kessi’s
 proposal met all of the terms of his agreement with the Lake Oswego
 Revevelopment Agency.

Among other requirements, that agreement stipulated that a minimum of
 28,000 square feet of the mixed-use design had to be earmarked for ground-
floor, active retail use; that there would be public parking within the block
 itself; that quality materials be used in the buildings’ construction; and that
 the development would increase the city’s tax base.

A final report from city staff to the DRC on July 11 recommended that Kessi’s
 proposal be approved, but opponents flocked to City Council chambers to
 make their case, on one night filling Municipal Court space and spilling out
 into City Hall’s foyer.

Most of the arguments against Block 137 included charges that it was too
 dense to fit the city’s vision for the downtown core, and that added traffic
 congestion would choke the area and have a devastating impact on retailers.
 Save Our Village, the local organization that led a grassroots campaign to
 oppose the development, praised the DRC’s decision this week.

“We are pleased that the Development Review Commission has affirmed
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 Lake Oswego’s redevelopment codes calling for small-scale structures on the
 Wizer block, designated as our ‘compact shopping district,’” said Save Our
 Village founder Lita Grigg. “Our followers remain committed to preserving
 Lake Oswego’s village character. We will continue to work for responsible
 growth.”

But Kessi warned that the rejection could prove to be a deterrent to other
 developers in the future.

“What you should be able to count on is predictability,” he said. “You should
 be able to count on clear and objective standards to get a development
 approved. Your code should be predictable and fairly applied. And that’s why
 the vote was disappointing, because it’s troubling for this project and future
 projects.”

Contact Saundra Sorenson at 503-636-1281 ext. 107 or
 ssorenson@lakeoswegoreview.com.
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A new design for the Wizer Block

View Comments

Developer Patrick Kessi and the Evergreen Group respond to criticism with lower density, more commerical space and more parking

Addressing complaints that its previous design was too big and too dense,
 Evergreen Group has submitted a new vision for the Wizer Block in
 downtown Lake Oswego that it hopes will be viewed as more compatible with
 the city's architectural style.

Developer Patrick Kessi said this week that the new design reflects "the best
 suggestions" from feedback gathered at three public hearings and more than
 100 meetings with neighborhood groups, business and community leaders
 and city officials.

Kessi said the new, "scaled down" design was submitted to city planners last
 week. It eliminates a planned fifth story, which would have required an
 exception to current city code. The redesign also includes multiple facades to
 reduce the project's outsized feel and incorporates a more-traditional
 "village" architecture style — two elements that sparked intense opposition to
 the project's original design.

If approved, the three-building, 290,000-square-foot development would
 replace the existing Wizer's retail center on a site located next to Lake View
 Village and Millennium Plaza Park. It would include a mix of residential units
 and commercial space, as well as a variety of outdoor gathering spots and a
 conservatory that would face Oswego Lake.

Evergreen's redesign for the development, which is also known as Block 137,
 includes a 30 percent increase in commercial space and a greater street
 presence for retail shops. A row of townhomes originally slated to run along
 First Street have been scrapped in favor of storefronts, which should prove
 more complementary to Lake View Village across the street, Kessi said.

“The city wanted more commercial space, so we replaced the townhomes on the pedestrian walkway with commercial space,” Kessi said, adding that the
 pedestrian-only walkway will be 27 to 37 feet wide.

Townhomes still will run down Second Street, Kessi said, but they will face an existing residential complex. At its highest point, that end of Block 137 would
 reach no more than 48 feet.

While the city places a height limit of 60 feet on such structures, Kessi said Block 137 won't reach that high anywhere in the development. “The highest
 point is 58 feet,” he said.

The redesign reduces the number of residential units by 21, from 228 in the original proposal to 207. Sizes range from studios to three-bedroom
 apartments, some offered with optional dens. The largest units are up to 2,000 square feet, Kessi said.

Block 137 is meant to appeal to two distinct demographics, Kessi said: empty-nesters looking to downsize, and young professionals wanting to try out the
 Lake Oswego lifestyle. To that end, the development will include three areas for outdoor barbecuing, a bocce ball court, putting greens, a fitness center and a
 conservatory that will face the lake.

There are 1.3 parking spaces allotted to each residential unit, Kessi said. The project also allocates 135 spaces for public parking.

To counter charges that the previous proposal was out of sync with Lake Oswego's downtown aesthetic, Kessi said the new design would reduce the
 development’s mass and maximize traditional village architecture and design characteristics.
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“We worked with the city architect, Rich Farrington, and really developed distinct facades that adhere to the Lake Oswego traditional village architecture,”
 Kessi said.

That has meant giving the design more pronounced elements of the English Tudor, Arts & Crafts and “Oregon rustic” influences that mark much of the
 downtown core’s motif. In a complete reversal of the previous design’s uniform facade, street-facing units now are broken into three distinct segments, each
 reflecting a slightly different, more modern take on the English Tudor aesthetic.

Kessi is confident his firm’s design responds to community feedback.

“It’s a shared vision, thanks to all the meetings we’ve had with city staff, the Development Review Commission, community leaders and other organizations
 to really bring vibrancy to this area,” Kessi said.

Will the changes be enough? Initial responses from Save Our Village suggest there might still be a fight ahead (See story, Page A1), and a 20-day period for
 public comments could come as soon as July.

But Kessi said he is confident Evergreen’s new design addresses the earlier concerns and is compatible with the rest of downtown Lake Oswego.

“We’re the last piece of the puzzle for this end of downtown, and we’re really connecting Lake View Village with the west part of A Avenue — really
 connecting the blocks,” Kessi said.

For more information about the project, go to keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com.
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New, smaller Wizer Block
 design submitted

View Comments

Developer Patrick Kessi responds to criticism with lower density,
 more commercial space and more parking

Addressing complaints that its previous design was too big and too dense,
 Evergreen Group has submitted a new vision for the vacant Wizer Block that
 it hopes will be viewed as more compatible with downtown Lake Oswego.

Developer Patrick Kessi said this week that the new design reflects "the best
 suggestions" from feedback gathered at three public hearings and more than
 100 meetings with neighborhood groups, business and community leaders
 and city officials.

Kessi said the new, "scaled down" design was submitted to city planners this
 week. It eliminates a planned fifth story, which would have required an
 exception to current city code. The redesign also includes multiple facades to
 reduce the projects's outsized feel and incorporates a more-traditional
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 "village" architecture style — two elements that sparked intense opposition to
 the project's original design.

To reduce density, Kessi has reduced the number of residential units in the
 development from 228 apartments or condominiums to 207. At the same
 time, the design increases the amount of ground-floor commercial space by
 30 percent, provides more bicycle parking and offers 24 percent more parking
 than city code requires.

To counter charges that the previous proposal was out of synch with Lake
 Oswego's downtown aesthetic, Kessi said the new design would reduce the
 development’s mass and maximize traditional "village" architecture and
 design characteristics.

“Many of the changes we made required difficult choices and added cost, but
 I and my team are committed to this project and look forward to continuing
 the creation of vibrancy and quality to the core that Lake View Village began,"
 Kessi said.

For more information about the project and to see artist renderings of the
 plans, go to keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com. Look for in-depth coverage of
 the project, including comments from groups that opposed the original
 development, in the June 12 edition of The Review.
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by: REVIEW PHOTO: VERN UYETAKE - Lita Schiel Grigg and Leslie Pirrotta have a different vision of
 Lake Oswegos Block 137 than the one being proposed by developer Patrick Kessi.

Save Our Village: Wizer Block revisions 'not enough'

View Comments

Local group opposes 'overdevelopment,' says redesigned complex is still 'too big' for city's core

Ask Lita Schiel Grigg and Leslie Pirrotta about their vision for the future of
 downtown Lake Oswego and two things become immediately clear: The
 founders of Save Our Village insist that they do not oppose development, and
 they do not like Patrick Kessi’s plans for a retail and residential project on the
 city’s Block 137.

“I am very happy and pleased with the development of this town over the
 past 20 years,” Grigg will tell you. “But the kind of development proposed
 would be good in the Pearl District, not in Lake Oswego.”

That’s the message Save Our Village brought to the city council last year,
 exerting enough pressure to persuade Kessi and his Evergreen Group to go
 back to the drawing board and design a new plan for the former home of
 Wizer’s Oswego Foods.

And that’s still how the group feels after seeing Kessi’s revised plans, which
 were delivered to the city last week and unveiled on the website
 keeplakeoswegovillagevibrant.com.

“Overall, the plan is still the same,” Grigg said this week. “It is three times
 as big as it should be, it is 80 percent residential, and there is little retail
 space. The primary issues are still evident. The proposed structure is three
 times the size of the existing building.”

Adds Pirrotta, “This plan would overwhelm our downtown and forever change the charm and character of Lake Oswego.”

Grigg, Pirrotta and a third co-founder, Tana Haynes, attended the initial planning session for the project in early 2013. “I went there thinking, ‘Oh great!
 There’s going to be development in Lake Oswego,’” Pirrotta said.

Once the women viewed the plans, though, their elation turned to dismay. The proposal included too many housing units, not enough retail space and, at
 five stories, was just too tall, they believed.

And so they formed Save Our Village, enlisting 300 volunteers in a campaign to stop what they considered to be “overdevelopment” of the city’s core. Soon
 there were little yellow signs posted in yards all over town, featuring a frowning cartoon building and a slogan that said, “Stop Overdevelopment in Lake
 Oswego.”

Protesters gathered on downtown street corners, waving signs in front of a 60-foot-tall helium balloon designed to illustrate just how high the proposed
 development would rise. A raft of letters were sent to area newspapers. And perhaps most effectively, Grigg went door to door to tell her neighbors what the
 plan entailed. The result: a three-inch-thick red notebook, filled with hundreds of letters supporting SOV’s stand.

In February, Kessi asked for an open-ended continuance and a chance to try again.

The new plan, announced last week, eliminates the development’s fifth story, adds multiple facades to reduce the project’s outsized feel and incorporates a
 more traditional “village” architecture style to give it a more Lake Oswego feel. The number of residential units would be reduced by 21 -- to 207 -- and
 commercial space would be increased by 30 percent.

It is not enough, the Save Our Village leaders say.

“It’s still a stack-em and pack-em apartment complex,” Grigg said, and only slightly smaller in size and density than the plan the organization found so
 objectionable in the first place. “It doesn’t matter how they dress it up. It all boils down to one thing: It’s too big.”
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Grigg and Pirrotta object to charges that their group is against development of any kind. They say they just want the city to stick with what has worked well
 over the past 30 years.

“The city code has worked successfully as a guide for development in Lake Oswego,” Pirrotta said. “But this new plan is a game changer. I’m afraid this
 development will change the direction that Lake Oswego is going and affect future developments.”

What would make the Save Our Village leaders happy?

“It would have two or three stories, green spaces and 30 to 70 living units in the true Lake Oswego style,” Pirrotta said. “We will work diligently to preserve
 the style and look of Lake Oswego village.”

SOV has received donations from hundreds of people and some local businesses, Grigg said, and the organization will work to increase support over the
 coming weeks.

Both women said they plan to attend a July 7 meeting, where the Development Review Commission is expected to consider the Wizer Block’s future. The
 fight may not end there -- “I see it playing out in a court of law,” Grigg said – but the Save Our Village leaders say they will do everything they can to make
 sure their voices are heard.

“We plan to stay the course,” Grigg said.
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'Our village?' Wizer Block proponents are not our
 neighbors

View Comments

Developer Patrick Kessi has hired several high-profile Portland political strategists to convince Lake Oswegans that his latest big proposal is the right fit for
 our downtown square. Why does a developer need to hire public relations strategists to push through a project? Perhaps because he knows the project is not
 a good plan and a very hard sell.

We’ve recently seen the work of PR firms. Last January, prior to the Development Review Commission hearing, 11 letters in favor of the Wizer
 redevelopment proposal were written to the city in one week alone by Lane Public Relations employees from Portland, and additional letters were written or
 signed by tenants who live in a condominium complex in Northwest Portland. All of these letters were intended to make us believe that many more people in
 Lake Oswego were in favor of the Wizer redevelopment. But none of the writers lived in Lake Oswego.

Now, Kessi and his Portland spin doctors have sent an e-blast to Lake Oswegans who have opposed the overbuilt Wizer project to try to change residents’
 minds. Kessi’s group talks about a “shared vision,” “our village” and “our community.” But they are not our neighbors!

Kessi’s “changes” fall very short of reality. The e-blast states that Lake View Village covers 236,852 square feet and that the Wizer proposal is 291,963
 square feet. To get those figures, he included the Lake View Village parking garage square footage, but did not include the Wizer proposal’s parking garage
 square footage. The truth: Lake View Village (all six buildings) includes 91,096 square feet of rental space, while the Wizer proposal calls for a whopping
 291,963 square feet of rental space.

The Wizer Block proposal is comprised of three massive buildings that lack true village character (which is defined as “small-scale structures” that operate
 like a traditional small town). In comparison, Lake View Village is six distinctive buildings, with significant building breaks and distinct architecture to align
 with our village codes.

The new proposal will create a parking nightmare. Kessi has eliminated 60 underground parking spaces. In order to cram 207 apartments onto one block,
 Kessi proposes that 29 required visitor parking spaces be on the street.

Kessi’s PR team tells us that the Wizer proposal will potentially generate $630,000 in new property taxes for neighborhoods. The fact is the tax revenue
 would go immediately to the Lake Oswego Redevelopment Agency, not to the general community fund, to pay down the city’s loan to Kessi. The city
 traditionally loans bonds in the 20- to 25-year range, so it is realistic to expect we will not see tax revenue until 2035. Also, the building permit fees are being
 paid by our city. Any other Wizer redevelopment would bring tax revenue to Lake Oswego. This is not the only opportunity for tax revenue.

Kessi’s PR strategists write, “In the same way that Lake View Village marked the beginning of making Lake Oswego village a destination downtown,” the
 new plan will create a destination. Really? A huge apartment complex will have people clamoring to visit Lake Oswego? No. But what it will do is urbanize
 our town, changing the charm and small-town character of Lake Oswego forever. 

Philip Pirrotta is a resident of Lake Oswego, a retired international airline pilot and a supporter of Save Our Village.
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Set the bar high for Wizer Block development

View Comments

To the Design Review Commission,

You cannot stop progress. But you can guide it in the right direction!

When my wife’s family and my family first moved to Lake Oswego, there was one stop sign in Lake Grove, maybe just two stoplights in the city of Lake
 Oswego, and the first high school in the city had just opened that year.

It doesn’t seem that long ago that my sister and brother-in-law were living in a single detached home on First Avenue, just half a block west of the current
 City Hall and surrounded by other single homes. Across the street was an abandoned house on what became the Safeway parking lot.

Now look at Lake Oswego today. You can’t stop growth. But what if a businessman with a building that exceeded the 60-foot height limit had organized and
 spent thousands of dollars on lawyers, placards and rallies to fight the proposed new City Hall, or the new Safeway, or the beautiful Oswego Village
 Townhomes that have made our city grow?

You can’t stop progress, only delay it. Mark my words: By 2025, there will be at least two new, very tall buildings occupying a whole city block in downtown
 Lake Oswego. And by 2030, at least two more. Yet none of them will be as tall as Lake View Village.

What standard will these new buildings try to match - the leading-edge, world-class style of the Wizer proposal, or a non-environmentally friendly,
 typically Plain Jane-painted, sidewalk-to-sidewalk solid concrete block that would still meet building code requirements and which the courts would force
 you to accept?

There is no higher environmental standard than LEED Platinum; few buildings in the world have achieved it, and none in Lake Oswego. Do you want the
 low mark of a typical developer, or the highest mark that can be achieved? Block 137 will set the mark that others will have to achieve in the redevelopment
 of downtown Lake Oswego; wouldn’t you like to have LEED Platinum as the goal for all buildings in in the city?

Members of the Design Review Commission: Be careful what your actions might reap. Remember, this project is setting the goals for the entire Lake
 Oswego downtown area. It sets an extremely high mark for future developers to match, and to which they will be compared. Grab this opportunity to set the
 parameters high while you still have the chance, so that our grandchildren can enjoy the beautiful downtown that is just now coming to flower as it becomes
 our community center.

Please don’t delay the eventual Wizer project. My wife and I can barely wait to move back to our city.

Jim Crowell is a member of the Lake Oswego High School Class of 1956. He lives in Wilsonville, although he says that, hopefully, that’s just temporary.
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Wizer Block proposal: Don't get high on high density

View Comments

There is a new street drug trying to enter our commercial center in downtown Lake Oswego. It’s called High Density.

Like Ecstasy and cocaine, High Density gives the false promise of a better tomorrow, the promise of “vibrancy."  But the vibrancy of High Density will be
 more like the painful light sensitivity of a migraine headache. Rose-colored sunglasses won't dim the glare.

Our downtown will need lifelong rehab if the recently resubmitted Wizer Block plan is approved this summer, and giving in to the temptation of High
 Density will permanently leave users wondering, "Why did I try this?" The new, revised Wizer plan is minimally different from the original, but developer
 Patrick Kessi is marketing his new plans as "all fixed." Well, he’s giving us a "fix" alright.

Members of the Development Review Commission were astute enough to see that the original Wizer plan needed to be flipped to focus primarily on
 retail/commercial space, not on housing.  Some commissioners also requested breaking one building up into smaller units, but this was not done in the
 latest revised plan.  Not even close.

Although the roof lines do look improved, the revised plan still calls for four levels of dense apartments and just a bit more retail square footage. And the
 total square footage of the revised plan remains disproportionately large, compared to neighboring buildings (where Zeppo and Tucci are located) on
 roughly the same size lots.

Kessi has hired national-level political strategists to sell you on “Pearlizing” downtown Lake Oswego, including Elaine Franklin and Len Bergstein. Why
 does Kessi have to bring in big political spin masters from Portland to sell his project?   Because his revised project can't stand on its own merit. Watch for
 their upcoming marketing efforts, which will try to persuade you with a "Folks, it's all fixed now” message and a “vibrant" website. But remember: Just
 because they keep saying it doesn’t make it true.

The addiction to High Density that Kessi is trying to push on Lake Oswego is just the latest temptation offered by Portland developers.  We need to stand by
 our city code for the original East End Downtown Development Plan and keep a core, four-block commercial district in downtown.

Sorry, Mr. Kessi. Commercial/retail dominance and smaller buildings is our city's written plan.  Your revised plan is too massive and residential, no matter
 how you spin the facts.

Yes to redevelopment.  No to overdevelopment.

Tana Haynes is a Lake Oswego resident and one of the founders of Save Our Village. 
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Revised proposal for the Wizer Block is much better

View Comments

As a result of the stir regarding the Wizer Block, the city urged developer Patrick Kessi to do a redesign on a more human scale. This new re-design of Block
 137 is the result of collaboration between the city’s Development Review Committee (DRC), the developer and concerned Lake Oswegans, and the concerns
 of the DRC and many in the community were addressed in the new redesign.

Lake Oswego architect Rich Farrington came up with a new proposal that is smaller, better proportioned, better fits the village architecture and still
 maintains a very high quality of design.

Fact one: The fifth story has been eliminated from the design. The three separate buildings (same number as Lake View Village) have facades that break up
 the faces of buildings. The building across from the townhomes on Second Street is compatible with the residences across from it. No building is taller than
 the 60-foot code limit, and none is taller than Lake View Village’s highest roof peak.

Fact two: When opponents compare Lake View Village and the Wizer Block and find the Wizer Block too massive, they ignore the above-ground square
 footage of Lake View Village. When you add it back, Lake View Village above ground is 236,000 square feet, and the Wizer structure above ground is
 291,000 square feet.

Fact three: The newly redesigned Wizer site preserves 27 percent of the land in open spaces: generous pedestrian walkways, public art and landscaping. By
 comparison, the Lake View Village site preserved 14.4 percent of the land.

Fact four: Opponents argue that the Wizer Block does not provide enough retail space. The new design increased retail space by 30 percent to 36,500
 square feet, over four-fifths of an acre. Interestingly, some downtown landlords are having trouble filling spaces already built out, so this space may be a
 tough sell. While it is handy to shop in downtown Lake Oswego if you live on the east side, the truth is that most Lake Oswegans, especially us west-siders,
 shop online or at the malls. It would be nice if that weren’t so, but facts are facts.

“It takes two to speak the truth - one to speak, and another to hear,” said American author Henry David Thoreau more than two centuries ago. The truth is
 that the Portland area is growing. The Wizer block is dated. We defeated the rat warren that was the Foothills design, but some rational density increase is
 inevitable, and the whole notion of private property requires that if an owner develops within the rules that are already in force, he or she deserves some
 certainty that the project will be approved.

Let’s allow the community, the Lake Oswego Development and Review Commission and the developer to work to preserve what we have, enhance what we
 get, and create a more energetic core to Lake Oswego.

Tom Maginnis is a resident of Lake Oswego.
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Buildings matter

A Seattle wedding and a Philadelphia funeral — what do these two solemn ceremonies have in common? There’s the woman who tried to save an
 abandoned Seattle warehouse by marrying it, and the funeral held for a vernacular Philadelphia townhouse prior to demolition. Both of these ceremonies
 were intended to honor buildings that were once an integral part of their communities.

Why are people willing to invest time and money in such unorthodox, and potentially useless, acts? The only answer is that buildings matter. Places
 matters — humble, grand and everything in between. Buildings house our personal and collective memories.

Too often, building materials — stones, bricks and lumber — typically of a quality that would no longer be affordable today, are thoughtlessly tossed into
 dumpsters destined for landfills. The unfortunate fate of these structures that shaped our memories is a disservice to our community now, and for every
 future citizen who won’t have the opportunity to experience and enjoy these buildings that were once a part of us.

Take action and oppose the changes that threaten the essential fabric of our city and our neighborhoods. Here are a couple of steps you can take to be a
 part of the solution:

n Advocate for changes in city policy regarding demolitions by sending an email to CouncilDistrtibution@ci.oswego.or.us; and

n Join and support the work of your local, non-profit historic preservation advocacy organization, the Lake Oswego Preservation Society. For information,
 go to lakeoswegopreservationsociety.org.

Marylou Colver, Lake Oswego

We’d welcome a better fit

Thank you all for all your work to make our city a lovely place to live. I attended the Development Review Commission meeting on July 21 and was very
 impressed with the care and concern of the commissioners and attendees.

Please note that the applicant is a developer and builder of very large apartment buildings. This is what he wants to place in the middle of our village — not
 the recommended retail and businesses that the area has been zoned for. He has dressed up the façade and reduced the retail area to far less than we have
 now, and his principal plan is for over 200 apartments.

If he can bring in a plan that fits with the original plan of all retail on the ground floor and 35 condos on the second and third floors — a real “fit” — then we
 will welcome him to our community.

Richard and Shirley Spooner, Lake Oswego

City won’t get a ‘do-over’

I just finished reading Mr. Kessi’s article in The Review (“Wizer Block: Respecting the past and looking to the future,” July 24). One comment stood out for
 me regarding the activity and vitality that the 200 apartment units will bring to the downtown core.

If Mr. Kessi would walk across the street, he would find the First Addition neighborhood. If he would walk toward the lake, he would find the Evergreen
 neighborhood. That’s a lot of people already living in downtown LO! And those folks are paying property taxes. I’m in agreement with all the people who
 don’t see the need for so many apartments and agree that more retail would be a better fit for our town.

And, I have very good visualization skills and am having a lot of trouble seeing three multiple-story buildings on Block 137. Again, I am in complete
 approval of redevelopment, but let’s get it right. We won’t get a “do-over” if this isn’t done right the first time.

Now, can I come up with a snappy quote from the past?  I’ll work on that...

Lynn Guzie, Lake Oswego

Wait for right project

I never thought I would watch three hours of Lake Oswego City TV, but the many professional presentations at the July 24 meeting of the Development
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 Review Commission captivated me.

I was especially impressed with the 3-D presentation that showed how large the revised Wizer Plan is by superimposing a football field on the footprint of
 the three buildings.

I agree with the editorial opinion in the July 17 issue of The Lake Oswego Review — “The city should maintain its ‘compact shopping district’ and think
 about what is best for Lake Oswego in the long term,” and “Moving forward with this proposal, as is, would be a defining mistake. It would have staggering
 implications for any future development in downtown, and Lake Oswego has waited too long for the right proposal to simply settle for the wrong one. This
 development needs to be done right — with fewer residential units and more retail.”

Change is coming, and in fact almost everyone I know wants to see the Wizer Block developed. We only have one chance to get this development right, and
 the current plan is too massive, will cause parking issues and does not reflect the years of planning that went into creating a compact shopping district in the
 core of Lake Oswego. Fewer and larger residential units will appeal to the many people who want to downsize but stay in LO.

We do have a kind of magic here in Lake Oswego now. We only have one chance to get this right, and I sincerely hope the DRC will choose to honor the
 vision of Lake Oswego as a very special village. Thank you to the DRC for the many hours they have spent reviewing this project. Please reject this proposal.
 Let’s wait for the right project.

Teresa Delaney, Lake Oswego

A door-to-door sales dilemma

We had a most unpleasant experience recently involving an aggressive and persistent door-to-door salesman. He repeatedly refused to leave when asked to
 go. In the course of the ensuing discussion, my husband was pushed to the ground.

My husband has a broken hip. The salesman vanished into the dark.

The emergency personnel, police and sheriff all came very promptly. All were efficient and very kind, and I thank them.

This is not the first time we have been annoyed by these people. Most of us living in Lake Oswego have had some experience with them. The city manager’s
 office tells me the company who sends them is based in Georgia. As they purchase the business license required, they are legally empowered to knock on
 doors. “No Solicitation” signs have no legal power.

I would like to start a conversation about this situation. Does the city really have to grant a permit to do business to anyone who pays the fee?

One neighbor suggested we do a telephone tree on our street; at least we would know the salesmen were in the area. More ideas?

Deborah Marble, Lake Oswego

Wizer: emotions and harmony

I write in support of the Wizer Block development, both from a personal and a professional viewpoint.

Having spent a great deal of time in Lake Oswego and nearing a decision to downsize, I have my name on the wait list for one of the residences in the heart
 of downtown. Needless to say, I have followed the evolution of the Wizer Block design and have heard and listened to the community dialogue. The design is
 architecturally very appealing, the dialogue somewhat confusing.

As a former senior vice president of a retail chain, I was heavily involved in land use issues and in code standards, so I know firsthand how high emotions
 often run when a new development is proposed. But let us not get sidetracked with emotions and subjectivity.

The redesign of the Wizer Block is not only visually pleasing, but it also meets all the objective goals the city had for this block. It is well within the code
 standards set by citizens’ task forces and the City of Lake Oswego, and it should and must be judged on those objective standards.

I look forward to living in a building that from any objective standpoint is in harmony with the rest of downtown Lake Oswego. I hope to live in that
 building, where I will be treated as a good neighbor, able to enjoy the advantages of an energetic downtown while bringing some economic benefits to the tax
 base.

Cheryl Perrin, Hillsdale

Wizer: rhetoric down, project up

I am a young person with a family who is living by choice in Lake Oswego, because of the superior school system. I also have my own small construction
 business, so working with codes is an integral part of my every day. My family and I would like to remain in this community, assuming the schools remain
 strong with a solid tax base to support them. Tax bases need people to feed them and people need a stimulating environment with good housing options to
 attract them.

The Wizer Block development, with its mixed use of residences, retail, and commercial, will offer all sorts of great options in downtown Lake Oswego. The
 development is now designed to code and is exactly what the city wanted for this block when it set code standards some years ago.

Lake Oswego has an aging population and limited affordable-housing options. Without some advances, its tax base will shrink, its schools will suffer and
 the young population will start to migrate to other communities offering better choices.

Thankfully, democracies allow free speech and certainly the opposition to the Wizer re-development has exercised its free speech, though not all of it with
 accurate facts. This redesign fits well within code requirements, fits well within the center of town and will offer exciting options for my family. I look
 forward to the rhetoric being turned down and the project going up.

Simon Franklin, Lake Oswego
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LO should welcome all

No, I don’t know what the right design is for the Wizer Block. Yet I see in the opposing letters an ugly side of LO. No matter the design or redesign of the
 Wizer Block, it is apparent the “unwashed” are not welcome in LO.

Live here if you have money to own. Heck, an entry-level home in LO, per a real estate website (RE/MAX), is $220,000. We would prefer you’d buy
 something more to LO standards (such as the new monster village-style homes opposite the church on A Avenue, for example).

Only if you can afford it are you are welcome into our quaint village of Lake Oswego. Others, such as renters, need not apply.

John Bogdan, Lake Oswego

Finish city’s original vision

“Have Courage. Go Forward. Make Noise.” — Pope Francis

The current citizen complaints about the proposed Wizer Block development mirror those about the proposed Lake View Village in 1998. Back then,
 editorials in The Lake Oswego Review included comments about the development bringing “too much business to downtown,” being “too tall,” and “too big,”
 bringing “too much congestion” and then “nobody will pay those rents.”

I have to admit that I was one of those development skeptics. And I was wrong! Thankfully, Lake View Village was given the green light to go forward by
 city visionaries, and today we all enjoy the fruits of that progress.

I have recently returned from a trip to Italy, and downtown Lake Oswego and the surrounding neighborhoods remind me of the beginnings of the small
 European towns. Those towns emphasize the closeness of housing to retail and commercial in order to create an environment in which to walk, shop and
 play. Our farmers market will benefit greatly from the closeness of those who choose to reside in our core, and so will our best-of-its-class retail.

I find it refreshing to see that the Wizer team listened to community and Development Review Commission concerns and proposed a revised plan. I hope it
 will come to fruition and complete the original vision for our charming European like downtown.

“Pax et bonum (peace and all good).” — Kevin Welch

Kevin Welch, Lake Oswego

Who should keep our schools clean?

While reading an article in The Review (“It’s not the work of a genie,” July 24), a perverse thought struck me: Why not have all students participate in
 cleaning our schools? It is they who create much of the mess and primarily for them that the school is cleaned regularly.

Students would learn discipline, cleanliness, teamwork and also realize that if they are a bit more tidy themselves, everyone saves time in not having to
 clean up after them.

It is a break in tradition for our schools and would no doubt be scoffed at by students. That is, unless some student leaders advocated and physically
 participated in the effort.

Not much budget may be saved initially, but there should be savings over time.

My guess is the main sticking point would be parents, most of whom would be non-supportive and feel it is beneath their children (and perhaps
 themselves) to perform such a menial task.

A perverse idea.

Jim Radda, Lake Oswego

Wizer Block

Every town has a Wizer Block
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With its own brand of sticker shock.

Suddenly there’s a faction

For separate ways of taking action.

Does greater downtown density

Elevate sex intensity?

Will construction emanation

Add to ozone degradation?

Do ambitious civic movements

Lead to damage by improvements?

James Fleming, Lake Oswego

Just say no!

Many thanks to Development Review Commission Chair Bob Needham for making a valiant effort to spell out the city’s guidelines for the development of
 Block 137 during the commission’s recent hearings.

These mandatory provisions for development have been honored up until now. The intentions for Block 137 were clearly stated to be primarily a retail
 shopping center. Bob called this proposed development a “residential conglomeration with a small amount of retail thrown in.” But another commissioner
 sounded like he was working for the developer instead of the citizens of Lake Oswego.

How blind can those in authority be to not see that 400 or more new residents in that one block would bring at least that many vehicles with them? What
 about U.S. Mail and UPS trucks, in addition to garbage and recycling trucks that would crowd the streets? All of these additional vehicles would bring a
 considerable amount of congestion, noise, pollution and danger with them.

The noise factor has not been addressed. When the tenants leave their windows open, there could be a cacophony of sounds. This may be disagreeable to
 other people, especially the few brave shoppers. How can a block of apartments attract other people to our downtown? They would more than likely stay
 away in droves. They would find much more “shopper-friendly” areas to visit, instead of a gated-off courtyard, a private gym and a private library —
 amenities which would be for tenants’ use only.

Neighbors, do you really want our $5.5 million to go toward destroying our village character and atmosphere? If this monstrosity is allowed to be built, no
 longer would Lake Oswego be a small town in which one would be proud to live, but would instead simply be another dirty, noisy city.

If we the citizens are permitted to vote, please just say no!

Rosalie Justen, Lake Oswego

DRC got it right

Last week, the Development Review Commission got it right in turning down the Block 137/Wizer project. The rational was also good — it just does not fit
 with our village character as described in the city’s Urban Design Plan.

The proposed development is just too massive for our four-block compact shopping district and doesn’t contain nearly enough retail space, as
 commissioners said. Perhaps the developer saw this as a residential project all along?

Mr. Wizer should now rethink the entire thing. Perhaps some additional tenants and a remodel of the famed shopping center?

And the City Council should amend code to allow only two-story buildings in the compact shopping district.

Gerry Good, Lake Oswego

Kudos for Chuck’s Place

Chuck’s Place on B Avenue is a delightful addition to Lake Oswego. The coffee is great, the food is freshly baked and delicious. I am particularly fond of the
 blueberry muffins.

You can find a nice place inside or on the patio to join friends and relax. The ladies who take your order are pleasant, and I have found it a wonderful place
 to start my day!

Mary Putt, West Linn
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